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THE Boomio BxmHiMTXâTxoN OF mpuurwmi 
AliTITUDIKAL DISTRIBUTION OF VARIATION BT PB8TUGA.

I. INTBODUGTIOH#

Towards the end of last century and, indeed, before ecology 
cytology and genetics had attained any real status, interesting 
experiments were carried out from the point of view of the 
influence of the environment upon plants* The most important 
were those of Komer who published an extensive aocount (1891) 
of his investigations on the reactions of both annual and 
perennial plants at different altitudinal stations* He came 

to the conclusion that a distinction must be drawn between 
modifications and hereditary differences and emphasised that 
the foarmer cannot be traneinltted by . the parents to their 
offspring* In France Bonnier set up a series of experiments 
at lowland and ŝlpine stations and must be acknowledged as the 
first investigator to introduce the use of clonal transplants#

He published a final account (1920) of the experiments which he 
had conducted over a veiy long period but his results must be 
regarded as dubious if only because his "stations** were 
untended save at irregular intervals &md, being in the wild, 
were subject to the natural contamination of such conditions*
In America, Hall (1932) was the first to recognise the 
Im'̂ ortanoe of an experiïïiental taxonondc approach and his work 
has been amplified and extended on a large scale by
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Olausen, Keok and Hiesey (1940) who have also made use of many 
of the ideas propounded by Turesson (1922) who originated the 
method of growing plants from different cli^mtes under the 
uniform conditions of a garden* The name of furoBson will 
remain closoly linked with this method of investigation and 
with the units of experimental taxonomy which he first 
introduced into scientific literature* In Britain the most 
important work in this field has been done by Gregor on 
Plantam maritima* Gregor, Bavey and Bang (193 )̂ and Bavey 
and Bang (1959) have set a very high standard of precision for 
this type of work and Gregor (1959, 1959, 1946) has oome to 
conclusions of vit̂ dL importance to the understanding of plant 

communities* The cloned, tremsplent experiments of Metrsden- 

•Jones and Turrlll (1950# 1953# 1955# 1957) t̂ Pottorne have been 
of great value in a rather different way for they have enabled 
the ranges of edaphio tolerance of individual genetic constitu

tions to be assessed*
This experhiiental study of natural populations has led to 

a fuller appreciation of the relationships between local 
communities and to the recognition of the factors which contribute
to their formation and composition* The ar-ea of investigation |
has in a sense been narrowed but the taxonomic implications of !

the findings are of even greater fundamental importance and are 
no longer the interest of the systematist alone. The results
of such investigations cannot be described in the language of
orthodox taxonony and the ecotype is but one of the units which 
have been defined in an attempt to create a flexible system of 

population classification which will be, in a very r(>5l sense.



complementary to that of the systematist*
The true differentiation of populations has its origin in 

hereditary variation# Modificatory variation is the morpho- 
logical response of the individual to the prevailing conditions 
of the environment and is of little interest from the 
evolu1:ionary point of view since there is no question of such 

adaptations being inherited by succeeding generations# It has 
to be remenibered that modifications ai'e almost invariably present 

in plants growing in the wild and though they may only serve to 
exaggerate the hereditary differences, they may also distort them# 

On the other hand, hereditary variation is the direct expxession 
of the peculiar constitution of the genetic constitution of the 

individual and is, therefore, of primary evolutionary importance*
A careful consideration of differentiation reveals the fact 

that the same factors are operative whether it is the species, the 
population or even individual organisms which are under review*

It also becomes clear that though it may be more simple to grasp 
the importance of the factors at the higher taxonomic levels, 
it is at the lower levels where some apparent confusion exists, 
that a real understanding of their working may be gained* The 
fundamental source of variation vdthin the genetic constitution 
of the organism is constantly providing new material throu^ 
mutations and through chromosome changes* The mutation rate, therji 
of a species must provide a clue to the possible amount of 
variation within it but gives no indication of the actual extent 
since other factors also play an important part* Natural 

selection is perhaps the factor which most readily comes to mind*
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It has been thought of as a sieve which eliminates non-vieble 

mutations but Sinskaja (1942) criticises this idea since, she 

says, "each individual heritable change becomes
incorporated in the entire constitution of a plant organism. "

This cannot be altogether correct since it is obvious that 
lethal mutations preclude survival in any form and that thcwse 

which are harmful render the plant more liable to elimination 

although it is true that those constitutions which are not too 
closely adapted to a given environment are most capable of 
successful survival under changed conditions#

The extent and nature of the variation is, however, 
dependent also upon the size of the population and in this 
connection it is woi*thy of notice that the effective size is 
limited to the nufnber of mature individuals. Bewail Wright 
in particular has pointed out the importance of this question 

of the size of populations and emphasised (1940) that with small 
numbers "selection pressure becomes ineffective while mutation- 

pressure is not affected." Variability is in time reduced 
in such populations with few breeding individuals and the chance 

fixation of even harmful mutations is a possibility# In general- 
the tendency is towards a random drifting apart from neighbouring 

communities and as the reservoir of evolutionary change is 
diminished, inbreeding may lead to the extinction of a small 
isolated population especially under stress of changing condltion|s. 

An illustration of this process at work in nature may be 

taken from an account by Sinskaja (1931) of the wild radish of 
the eea-ooasts of Japan# She notes that the habit conditions 
favourable to the grov/th of this plant are being destroyed through



the agency of man; the nm#er of habitats are decreasing and 

the ares, is being severely restricted*- Under these 
oirowistanoes she says "an Impoverishment as to foms has 
induhltehly taken place" and thinks it possible that the species 

will in time cease to exist*
The environment is never uniform throughout the area of 

distribution of a species m  it follows that even where there 
is a high degree of continuity, local populations may become 
differentiated in swe degree in response to the selective action 
of habitat conditions# Where gene flow is uninterrupted in 
spite of partial discontinuities, such large populations provide 
a most important reservoir of potential evolutionaiy change but 
it is also understandable that with the oocurrenc© of definite 
ecological conditions, changes may .take place ivithin the genetic 

constitution of the habitat community which form a barrier to 
the free exchange of genes with neighbouring ̂ copulations# Where 
inter-breeding between such communities is not impossible, 
hybridisation frequently occurs only in a comparatively narrow 

zone between discrete populations# That this hybrid weakness 
is probably due to a loss of stability or harmony witM,n the 

gene-complex rather than to any selective action acoomtable to 
the environment may be deduced from data collected by Bumner 
(1932) on l?eromvsoua s#speoies in Florida.P# £# albifrons is a 
pale type which inhabits the white sand beaches whilst the 
inland sdbspecies P# nolionotua ia|dark in colour and found 

on an area of dark soil# There is a continuous grad5.ent of 
pelage-colour change which is gradual until about forty miles 
inland where it becomes very steep for a short distance and
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then resumes Its gradiialness* It appears that this narrow zone 
is the boundary between the two s#species but the interesting 
point is that it does not ooiiioide with the boundary between the 
two soil types# The suggested explanation is that pressure of 
an increasing population has caused lîiigration outwards from the 
P# £• polionotuB area and thus extended the boimdary of the 
subspecies beyond the soil type change# It seems, therefore, 

that though hereditarily adapted for a different environment 
and, therefore, sustaining some loss of protection against 

predators, the migrants are nevertheless more capable of 
survival than are the hybrids which must suffer some loss of 
gene-complex stability# The division between populations is not 
always so abruptly marked, however, and in cases where the intra

population balance is not so finely adjusted, it is much more 
common to find a gradual intergradation between the extremes*

The fact that the environment has an effect upon the 
morphological characteristics of a species has long been 
appreciated and a change from tall to dwarf plants is expected 

along a range from fertile, sheltered areas to exposed areas of 
poor soil# Suoh changes may be due entirely to anodifications 
but if they can be proved to be hereditary, Interest Is 
concentrated not on the morphological attributes involved so 

much as on the direction of change, its continuity and the 
probable initiating factor*

It is,indeed, the gradual intergradation which is of 
particular interest and which is examined in the present work# 

There is a considerable volume of literatiure which shows that 
the variation which may be observed under natural conditions
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is not haphazard and unrelated but the result of the interaction 

of a varying number of factors* The analysis of this variation 

together with a consideration of the factors involved make it 
possible to assess the .Importance of the contributions made by 
different sources and causes of change end £dso the degree and 
direction of the differentiation* It may be found that trends 
in character variation are not always parallel and that in some 
oases the gradients cross each other at an angle but it is 
important that they should be recognised for only In this v/ay 
will it be possible ultimately to present a picture of the 
internal hereditary structure of the population as a whole*

The fescue species which are the subject of the present 

investigation are not in themselves of economic importance but 
it was considered that m  appreciation of the trends which occur 

within suoh widely distributed species could provide a useful 
basis for the understanding of the much more ocwnplioated position

which exists within species of crop plants*
It has been calculated that the temperature falls 

approximately for every 1000 feet of altitude "so that all 
mountains reproduce, according to their height, a temperature 

range corresponding to that between certain latitudes at sea

level" Good (1947)* The mountains of Great Britain are not
sufficiently high to reproduce a very wide latitudinal range 
but within the limits of this countiy, an altitudinal gradient 
provides a fairly varied series of environmental conditions*

The study of character differentiation requires the collection 
of representative samples from as many habitats as possible and 

the ohoioe of on altitudinal gradient enabled adequate samples to 
be obtained in a relatively short time.
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XI* THE 8AMPLXNG ABEA*
Ben üruaohan in Argyll (lat* 56^ 25*, long* 5*̂ 8*) was 

olio sen as the source of the material for the present investi
gation, the chief reason being that the vegetation which covers 
the gu’eater part of the mountain, Is essentially of the grass

land type and is comparatively unifom* Again a preliminary 

survey of the area in 1944 showed that fescues occur in almost 
unbroken aequenoo from sea level at Booh Etive to the suianit 
(3689 feet), a reasonably extensive range to obtain in the 
mountains of Great Britain*

Ben CJruachan is an uncultivated granite mass in which the 
most widespread type of rook is a grey hornblende-biotite- 
granite of fairly coarse gi’ain though a sli^tly more aoid pink 
granite does oGom* o.t the high®et altitudes (Figure 1)* a  

belt of andesitio rook bordered to the south by a band of 
diorlte, outs the grnnite in the south and east but the oheinioal 
analyses show little significant difference (Anderson, 1937).
A zone occurs on the perifery of the granite where the older 
sedimentary rooks show the effect of contact metamorphism but 
it is of small Importance in the present investigation* 
Porphyritio dykes are fairly frequent in the granite mass and 
might be expected to cause differences in the pH of the soil* 

Samples of soil, however, were tested with the BBH Soil 
Indicator and all had a pH ranging Between approximately 4 and 

5*5 with the exception of one sample from the Oruaohan Quarries 

which occur on the Quartz-diorite and rather surprisingly, one 
from the summit* The comparative uniformity of the aoid
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réaction is probably due to the fact that the mâerlying rook 

is almost everywhere covered by a layer of péat of vâ tying depth* 
The area at sea level on the Taynnilt side of the river Awe 

is geologically quite distinct from Ben Oruaohan as it is a 
raised beach* The coarse pebbly sand of the shore gave a 
neutral reaction with the BBH Soil Indicator and so did the soil 
in crevices of a sheltered imrtar^^uilt wall but all other soil 
SÊQïiples showed an aoid relation#

Mo records of the actual rainfall on Ben Oruaohan are 
available but annual averages were obtained by courtesy of the 

Meteorological Office for vwious iveather stations in the 
Immediate vicinity#

F i m m  II#

Weather stations in relation to Ben Oruaohan.
Annual Rainfall Averages
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It ha© been suggested that, taking into consideration the 
position and aspect of the mountain £\nd the records for similar 
mountain masses, it may be calculated that the average annual 
rainffAll will increase from 80 inches at the Pass of Brander to 
at least 110 inches at the siamnit.

An examination of the average monthly rainfall for the Wch 
Awe, Oruaohan* weather station shows that June and July are the 

driest months of the year. nevertheless, mist frequently lies 
on the Ben at least as low as 2000 feet for considerable daily 
periods tînroughout the year inoluding these months and though it 
may not add much to the rainfall, it must have the effect of 
reducing transpiration to a minimum and is therefore a factor of 
considerable importanoe*

Mo observations are available for wind velocity but some 
general statements may be mde which at least Indicate the trend 

to be expected. Chapman (1919) shows that there is a fairly
rapid increase in velocity up to 500 mtres (l640 feet) in respeot 

of light winds and up to 300 meters (9% feet) in respect of 
strong winds. Thereafter the increase is generally less rapid 
but also more erratic. These observations refer to the 
atmosphere but it may be assumed that some comparfible but less 
rapid increase in velocity takes place along a rising Imà surface 
Bur\“/ard (l92l ) noted diurnal variation in Vfind velocity at different 

heights and the main point of interest is that with all winds ther^ 
is a tendency towards a ndnlmum velocity about mid-̂ day. This fao^ 
may have some bearing upon the distribution of pollen since the 
anthers in the fescues have been observed to dehisce mainly betweeiL 
the hours of nine and eleven in the morning.
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Two altitudinal gradients were chosen for the purposes of the 

investigation and the fescue populations along each were sampled 
at intervals of 200 feet (S'igiires X and XX.)* tn addition 
several habitat stations were sampled at sea level on the Taynuilt 
side of the Hiver Awe*
1» The favnuilt gradient. Owing to the oonfigoratlon of the
mountain, this gradient is in two divisions; a, the lower with a 
westerly aspect extending from sea level at Ijooh Btive up the 
slopes of Meal nan Maoh to 1600 feet, B, the upper with a south
westerly aspect from 1800 feet shove Allt Oruiniche to the 

smimlt (3689 feet)*
2. The Dalmallv gradient* This gradient extends from 400 feet 
at the Oruaohan Quarries along the very even ridge between Ooire 
Ohï'eachainn and the v̂ xlley of Allt Ihoille* It has a south- 
easterly aspect end is, therefore, sheltered from the prevailing 
wind which is west to south-west*

Marked similarities occur between the Taynuilt and Balmally 
gradients and one of the most obvious is the presence of bracken 
at the lower altitudes* Extensive patches and belts ere found 
on the Taynuilt A gradient to 500 feet but on the Balmally 
gradient the bracken grows to over 1000 feet* The bracken is 
succeeded on Meal nan Bach by a narrow belt of llollnla-Kardus 
grassland which very soon gives place to a more level, very wet 
area where rushes and marsh plants are frequent save on the many 
drier, grass-covered knolls* There is no equivalent area on the 
Balnially gradient which is on the Tdiole, well drained and where 
a Fescite-Hardus grass area becomes dominant as the bracken fails* 
At higher altitudes a similarity between the tv/o gradients again
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appears vrlth en extensive stony area of very poor^ thin soil on 

the Balmally gradient £̂ nd a steeper, «K>r© rooî;y continuation of 
the Taynuilt gî adiont to I60O feet# ïhe B division of the lattey 
gradient begins well above the bracken line, in Fesoue-Hardus 
grassland and is replaced by an area of rook ùnd sparse 

vegetation rather shailar to the upper portion of the Taynuilt a  
gradient, as the altitude increases*

Sheep graze over the entire area of Ben Oruaohan but cattle 
are also found at lower altitudes on the Balmally gradient and on 
the Taynuilt sea-level raised beach#

Fescues at sea-level are abundant, relatively evenly 

distributed and tolerant of a fairly wide range of conditions^ 
showing an ability to colonise habitats suoh as the open sea
shore and the top of a dry-stone wall where other plants seem 
unable to survive. At other stations at sea-level, fescues are 

growing under conditions of severe competition from grasses, 
ïhosses, bushes and even Small trees and suoh habitats are 

sheltered. Sexual forms are predoMnant but viviparous forms 
were also found at two stations* This Taynuilt area is 

undoubtedly distinct in its environment arid is separated from 

the Oruaohan fescues not only by the Hiver Awe but also by m  
area of cultivated ground and woodland.

The distribution of the fescues on the Ben Oruaohan gradient^ 
is least continuous in the braoken areas but even the most dense 
growth of braoken may be broken by boulders and where these are 
large enough, it is possible to find a small colony of fosoues 

or even a single pltmt growing in a oraok or hollow. Fescues 
also occur wherever the braoken thins out sufficiently and it is
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obvious tliough the feaouo population is llmltod by t W  

Ctosity m d  shading effect, the bracken does not provide on 
impapoablo barrier# , ânothex’ obstaoXo to csontimsity of 

distribiition is onoomterod :W the very wot oroae for tWugjh 
fooome may be fomd in suoh parts m d  have (ven bean observed 
on amll ipwel ielando in a ntrecm bod, they do not appear to 
survive in those parts which are water?|ogg^d thmn,#mnt the 
year ext^pt in tmuonaXXy dry seasons and whore, poaaibXy, the 
limiting factor is the poor aeration of the mil#

In general, eexual and vivipmt)ue foma eoour together at 
all cdtitndes Up to about 2600 feet on tho f&ynxtilt gradient 
whilst above this point, the sexual form disappears entirely 
and the viv:lx5Si*roue foi'm is widoW)tediy tîie doïïsaiant In the 

mountain vegetation# Indeed, the sexual forms a.w ;mmt #.xcmion 
at lo%v olt5dmde»f the viviparous alone at high altitudes and 

in tlie intex̂ ïiédiate mne the sexual tmd viviparous are foui'id In 
fairly eciual proportions though the mxual foma a%o very sparse 

at soft-îO stations and tend to set seed late end oonseguently the 
amount of seed is rniiall# The smxa broad ploture is true of the 

Balmally gradient though there the BOxual fesoueo do not grow 
above 1500 foot and tWugh tW viviparous form la freqwnt 
tiioi.'oaftor. It does not 'beooam dmiivmt until au altitude of 
2100 feet is reached»
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Ill# œ  BSîBBtlMÎON OF OîlHOiœOM EàOES*

Various techniques were employed iï% an attempt to ascertain 
the optimum method of prepairing root tips of the fescues for 

ohromosome examination#
1# The 8 quash Method* Trl&ils were caxTied out using ace to-

carmine squash technique (Belling 1926, MoOlintook 1929) and as 
modified by Thomas (1940)# The staining, Jiowever, was not as 

satisfactory as that obtained using the Feulgen squash method 
(Darlington and .Iia Oour 1942) and the acetocarmine method v/as 
con sequently ab anctoned#
2# The Paraffin Method# The result of embedding and sectioning

root tips was so much more satisfactoiy than the squash method 
that it was adopted for the entire investigation#

Iiowitskŷ s fixing fluid (Lawltsky and Kuaiïdna 1927) gave a clearej}’ 
result tham, sai osmic acid fixative such as Lb. Courts 2BB (La Oow 

1951) and modifications of Havashin (Mdntzing 1933, Randolph 1935] 
were also used auocessfilly* It is possible that 2BE would have 

given the most satisfaotpiy fixation had it been possible to find 
a reliable method of removing from the root tip some sub stance 
which became darkly stained by the osmlo aoid and invariably 
masked the cells of the periblem so effectively than an accurate 

count of the chromosomes was en impossibility# The usual method 

of using bleach to remove the osmio acid staining was effective 

for other parts of the root tip but was useless for these cells 
which are so luiportant# The chromic aoid in other fixatives 

also tended to darken this svibstance but the result was never so 
coKïpletely disturbing, Tiie Feulgen stain was used until it was 

suggested that the hydrolysis in Hydrochlorin Acid could have the
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effect of making the chromosomes brittle and might, therefore, 
cause fraĝ ientation and thus render a count inaeourate* Gxystal 
Violet \ms tried using the method suggested in Darlington and 

La Oour (1942) and found to be satisfactory but was aftearwards 
replaced by Methyl Violet (Johansen 1943) whioh gave better 
definition*
OhroTOSOme races#

Samples of the plants growing at each station on the two 
gradients were obtained and separated into two gi'Oups, (a) sexual 

and (b) viviparous* Hoot tips were taken from each pl^nt and
sections out at 1(^. The prepared material was exajidned using

a 1/12” oil irûmersion lens and X15 eyepiece with the following 
results (Table I)#

TABLE I*
OM'oinosome counts in Ben Gruachan Fescues#

(a) Sexual (b) Vivipax'ous

14 28
2n 28

OhroiTiDsome 42
Oomts. 49

56

The large majority of the sexual population cmne under the 
two groups (2n « 14) and (2n % 42)* The other counts recorded 

for sexual plants were all counted in samples from stations at 

sea level* The tetraploid 2n « 28 was represented by a single 
plant and the (cneuploid (2n % 49) was alrjaost equally rare 

occurring only twice but in different populations* On the other 
hand, the octoplolds (2n a 56) represented a small population 
occupying a partially isolated habitat and including one of the
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ooom^fenoes of the aoeuploid. as far as the viviparous forms 

are conoerned all samples v/ere alike in having the tetraploid 

nujïiber (Sn « 28) (Bigiire IV.)
It is of interest to note that root tip sections from plemts 

gï’ov/n from seed Collected at the same stations v/ere also examined 

and the counts agreed largely with those obtained from the wild 
plants. Only one oneuploid count, hov/ever, was obtained. This 

would suggest that the aneuploid, which is vei-y probably a hybrid 
between the common hexaploid (2n =? 42) and the much rarer 
octoploid (sn ss 36) is infrequent and, perhaps, does not produce 
much viable seed.

Jenkin (1934) has reported 2n » 28 for the sexual setaceous" 
leaved fescues and since the Ben Oruaohan fescues of this type 
are all diploid (Sn w I4) save the solitary tetraploid individual 
at sea level, it seemed necessary to endeavour to establish 

whether or not the prevalence of the diploid race on Ben Oruaohan 
is in any way a chance phenomenon. âccordingly samples of 
setacoous"leaved individuals were collected from widely separated 
areas in Britain and examined for the presence of diploids and 

tetraploids. Again the sexual and viviparous forms were 
separated and the following results were obtained (Table II).
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TABLE II.
Ohromaome counts from a survey of setaceous* 
leaved fescues in Britain*

Bexual 
2n % 1!). 2n ss 28

Viviparous 
2n » 28

Scottish Islands
Shetland X
Bhrra X
Iona X X

Scotland West
Inverness X
Argyll Oruaohan X X X

Glen Coe X

Scotland Central
Perthsidre Idllin X

Glen Olova X X

Scotland East
Midlothian X
Berwickshire X

England Worth
Yorkshire X

England South-west
Oornwall X

Wales West
, Oarcligenshire X
Montgomery X

An exajiïiiiation of Table II shows that the prevalence of 
diploids on Ben Oruaohsn is in no way exceptional hut is in fact, 
typical of the northern region of Britain# Tetraploids do oocu^ 
but they are always of the viviparous type with the exception of 

the sexual tetraploid at Taynuilt# The change in preclominmce 

from diploid to tetraploid in the southern part of Britain is 
striking and is worthy of a more intensive survey since it

V:
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introduoes an Interesting biogeographioal problem. Prom the 

present data it is impossible to say where exactly the change 

takes place.

3:V* jSBiBBIMONKl 8T]RÜ(%Pm%B (OF fSGDCWAJj I%)P%LA%%CRR5.

1. Diploids* A number of trials were carried out under 
controlled greenhouse conditions to test the breeding relation
ships between populations* . Plants from widely separated 

altitudhuil stations were employed as well as from nelgtibouriïig 
stations and in all oonibinationa, seed v̂ as set abundantly, 

the fertility percentages ranging from 11 per cent to 60 per 
cent. The seeds obtained from these matings were subseqtiontly 

germinated on daanp filter paper and yielded practically 100 
per cent normal seedlings.

The self-compatibility of the plants used in these 
hybridisation tests was also investigated by reserving several 
panicles on eaoh plant for self-pollination and the results 
obtadned were in striking contrast to those for cross-fertilisi- 

ation. The percentages of seed set ranged from 0 par cent to 

3 per cant* These aaads were also gamdnated on darm filter 
paper and practically 100 per cent geniiinated but several 

produced albino seedlings.
It is obvious in the light of these results that in the wild  ̂

self-fertilisation is rare and that the seed which is produced is 
almost exclusively the result of oro$s-fertilisation. Moreover
since meiAers of populations from widely*separated altitudlnol 
stations shot̂  no less ability to cross than individuals from
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adjacent populations, it may legitimately be assurned that there 

are no barriers of genetioal origin, at any rate, which prevent 
a free flow of genes between populations tlirouf̂ out the area 

investigated#
A general picture of the distribution of the fescues in the 

area has already been given and to particular lee concerning the 
diploid race, it may be added here that colonial development is 

not on the v/hole marked, although at the lowr elevations, the 
distribution does not show strict continuity owing to the 

restrictions imposed by the pliytosoolal environment# Again, 
towards the upper limit of the occurrence of the sexual fescues, 

the density is reduced although the continuity is maintained#
2# Polyploids# Some trials were also carried out with 

individuals from polyploid populations but the results showed 
that there is a tendency towards self-fertilisâtion# The

percentages ranged from 13 per cent to 30 per oent for oross- 
fertilised and from 0 per cent to 34- per oent for selfed flowers# 
It would appear, therefore, that thou^ the polyploid plants may 
be self-pollinated, they imy as readily be cross-fertilised#
These remarks can only ppply to the sea-level polyploids, 
however, since no plants were available from the much less dense 

hexaploid %)opulations of the altitudinal ranges on account of the 

late maturing of the seed#
There is no marked colonial arrangement of the polyploid 

populations in the area# The ootoploid population at sea-level 
where polyploids are frequent is pjextitwLly isolated from the 

hexaploid populations but in close proximity to them# The
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ocouri*enoe of the hexaploids appears much nxjra erratic on tho 

gradients than is that of the diploids hut field observations 

suggest that this is due to the relatively much reduced density 
of the forimr and not to miy actual discontinuity of distribution 
The size and general appearance of the hexaplold at the higĵ er 
altitudes is so shzdlar to that of the diploids that it is 

difficult to distinguish between them Tdthout close examination# 
Its presence to the altitudinal limits shorn in Figure IV is, 

however, unquestionable though no data are available for the 
hexaplold above 1800 feet for reasons already given#

3* Xntergroup fertility (diploid-hexaploid)# Some trials were 
attempted but no reliable data have been obtained for intergroup 

fertility for t?/o reasons# In the first place, several of the 
polyploids failed to flower when cultivated in pots entirely 

under greenhouse conditions and again, the polyploids flower at 
least one v^ek later than the diploids# However, considering 
the extreme rarity of the tetraploid sexual plants in the wild 
even at sea-level where all groups may be found within crossing 

distance of eaoh other, it may be oonoluded that interbreeding 
is very unoomjBon if it tWces place at all* It seems more 

likely that the solitary speoimen of a sexual tetraploid which 
was found is a representative of the tetraploid race within the 
setaoQous-leaved sexual fescues rather then a hybrid betv^en the 
diploid end the hexaplold, and even in the absence of experimentafL 

proof, it does not seem unreasonable to deduce that the two 

groups of sexual fescues, the setaceous-leaved and the broad- 

leaved represent independent genetic entities#
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Jonkln (l93̂ f) made ïooipi’ooal crosses between Featuoa riit̂ ya iji# 

(2n « 42 or 56) and F* oyina I,* (2n » 28) but only vdth F.ovina 
as the female pai’ont was my terminable seed produoed mid then 
Only 3#1 per cent# The poor seedlings failed to survive* It 

vfould seem, therefore, that there ere intrinsic barriers to 
successful crossing between the specie a as well as the seasonal 

isolation altliough the latter factor alone could be sufficient to 
keep the species distinct* Anderson and Bax (193̂ ) are of the 
opinion that Tradesoatitia hlrsutlcaulis* because of its early and 
short blooming season, gives very little evidence of crossing with 
T* virRiniGqrka. T# osnalioulata and T* subasnera var# montana 
although it is occasionally associated wiith them.

In regard to the setaceous-leaved sexual fescues, it is 
interesting to note that no triploids were fouïid in the wild# j 
It is true that only one tetraploid was collected but it seems tO | 
suggest that tetraploids are present within the btoii and in that 
case, tripXoici hybrids imighl have been expected* Olssen £uid 
Eufelt (1948) found that in experliwnts with Binap sis alba the 
triploid enibryos formed as a result of interbreeding between 

diploid md tetraploid strains are vary freqiiently abortive and 
they also quote Mtmtzing (l948) who found a similar state of 
affairs where diploid and tetraploid varieties of rye are grown 
together in yield trials. It may be, therefore, that crossing 
does take place between the diploid and tetraploid races of the 

setaceous-leaved sexual fescue but that the eaibryos are 
frequently abortive, which would accomt for tl:ieir absence in the 
collection and possible rai*ity under natural conditions# This 
question also requires further olarifioation#
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\T̂ THE HEIATIONSHIP BETMEE HAGBS

Aim TiiXOHOMIO GROUPS.
Morphologically the sexual fescues from the Ben Oruaohan 

area are divided Into two main types, one with setaceous or 
capillary leaves and a split leeif sheath and the other, a larger 
plant vdth leaves flattened on the flowering stem at least and 
an entire leaf sheath. The for̂ ser may readily he identified as 
Festuoa ovlna L. sensu aaapliss. In recording 2n « 28 for & 
strain of £. ovina h. from Wales, Jonk,in( 15)34) mcntionod that the 
oanlllata. fom of g. oyi% L» (« f. ten̂ d-gol̂ ^̂  Bihth#) ' :ls said 
to he di%)loid. This would suggest that the Ben Oruachon 
Botacoous-leaved sexual fescues may he identified as F.tenuifolla

Bibth# hut a closer examination of external characteristios 
renders such an equation of taxonomio group with otnomosome 
number difficult to maintain (Table III). According to Howorth 
(1924), in ?. tenuifolia the fertile gluïïies are typically awnless 
but ïiiay have awns up to 1 mm* in length whilst in„|L* ovina L* 
sens, strict, the fertile glmies have awns of 1 jmi. ov loore in 
length. The large majority of the plmts collected in the wild 
and of those grown from seed had muticous or mucronulats fertile 
glumes but some had small awns up to 0*6 mm. in length* They 
could, therefore, from the point of view of this character be 
grouped under F. tenuifolia but measurements of lamina breadth 
taken from plants grown from seed agree more nearly with those 

recorded for F. ovina It. sens* strict.. Again transverse section^ 
of the radical Igiminae ranged from that described for 
£* tenuifolia to that for F* ovina sens, strict, with intermediate 

coMrlnatlons of the two types. The lamina breadth of the
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tetraploid from sea level is not sxgïiifioautly greater then that 

Of the diploid» m d  the fertile glnmes. are typically very shortly 

av/ned# Further, an examination without measurements, of the 
materieCi collected in En^and and V*'alea and £d,reaĉ  mentioned in 

Table II, showed that plants with 2n 3 28 ohromsomes frequently 
had the characterdsstlos of F* tenuifolia Bibth* There seems 

to be no evidence, therefore, for supposing that F* qylna L, 
sens* strict* is tetraploid whilst F# tenuifolia is diploid*
The two ohï’Oîiiosome races undoubtedly exist within £# ovina L* 
sons# ampliss but the data at present available suggest that 

the chromosome groups cut across the recognised taxonomic groups* 
As far as the specimens from Ben Oruaohan are concerned, it 
would seem that in general they resemble £# tenuifolia most 
closely but also display £* ovlp̂ i characteristics and may be 

considered as intermedi ates *
In view of the imrphologioal difficulties encountered, 

a representative number of pressed spaoinfiens of these sexual 
fescues were sent to Dr* W# 0* Howarth with his permission and 
he very kindly gave M »  opinion on their identification* Borne 
he Identified definitely as F* ovina D* others as £* texiulfpl.ia 
Sibth. while others he thought were nearer to one than the other 
but appearing to be intermediate», were very hard to place*

The type with some flattened leaves md, m  entire leaf 

sheath may be broadly identified as F* rubra L* sensu* emplis»* 

Ohx’oiflosojne numbers of 2n - 42 end 2n » 5^ have been quoted by 
Jenkin (l9^t0 from data provided by Dr* Sethi for F* ri^m 
material found in Great Britain and hewitsky and Kusmina (192?) *
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reported 2n « 3  ̂for £♦ sdbsp* eurubra ver# genuine Hack
whilst St#lia (1929) gave pn % 42 for F» rhhz'a Bubsp* eurubra 

var* œ E ^ M l Guhvar* (=; £* r # r a  h* yulgaŷ is)» l/ïaude

give» P.U ti 42 {1959)/ for £♦ f.allax so that there is no 
possibility of Identifying the hexaplold ciiromosome nmber with 
F* r#ra alone and It would Boora that again obromosoia© races 

exist within ‘the group sens# amplisB,without any comootion with 
any one toxonom!,o grouping* With reference to the Bon Oruaohan 

F, rubra typea, no distiîïguishing differences may be detected 
hotvfeen the hexapiloid and the Ootoploid plants and on the other 
hand, vat?iation is present, making some known hexaploids nearer 
to the ootopioids than to other hcxaploids* A. further source 
of difficulty is present in the form of the root stook* Only 

some of the plmts are decidedly stoloniferous whilst others 
have m  almost entirely tlifted habit of root^stook growth vMoh 
is characteristic of F* fallax* but on good authority it has 
been decided to refer to this gi.'Oup in generi'd, as F* ŷ iibra, 
(Table IV)*

Tho taxonomic classification of the viviparous fescueb 

presents a little difficulty# The chromosome ntmiboi' does not 
provide (my oXue since different races ranging from 2n = 21 to 
2n - 36 (TuresBon 19jP> 1931; Flovik I938, 1340) have been 
reported though only 2n 28 has been found in Britain*
Turesson cmic to the conclî sion (1326) that all the viviparous 
fescues should be grouped mdor g* ovina subspecies viyipara 
and that further subdivisions should be termed *’apoiniot** or 
**amphiapomlct** according to their degree of vlvXpary* While
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aoceptiïig the maim plan of Turasson*s key to olaesifioatlon#
Wllmott (1945) ûecideâ that for ease of reference It would ho 
better to regard the viviparous fescues as a sep£irate species,
£* vlvipara. m d  further subdivisions would consequently be given 

the rank of subspecies* In this he a^eos v/ith a nuniber of 
writers including particularly Boholsnder who based his
conclusion on the belief that there could be no continuous 
transition from g* *̂ovina** (presuimbly sensu ejiïpllss) to 
£• ’Vivinara” as no awns are present in vivioara whatever the 
degree of vivipaiy# fhis woiHd scarcely seem to be a valid 
ai'gimient since £* ovina subspecies oanillata is distinguished 
from F* ovina senau strict- in having no awns, and in some oasoe 

awns have been found on viviparous types and are actually used 
in the classification of types or subspecies (Wilmott)*

Regarding the British viviparous fescues alone, the difference 
between them and the sexual foms is veiy striking in the vdld as 

far as reproduction Is concerned m d  it would seem justifiable to 
rahic them as a separate species but taking the area of distribution 

as a whole, it has to be reim#)ered that there are also aeixii** 
viviparous fozwis and though much work remains to be done, it 
seems possible that in them may be found the explmation of much 
which is at present pussling* In the %)resent state of imov/ledge 

and particularly in view of the different senses in wMch the 
terms are used, it does not seem to matter whether for ease of 
roferenco, the viviparous forms are given specific or subspecific 
rank as long as it is remembered that different chromosome races 
exist, the relationship between which remains to be experimentally 

determined* It is of interest to note that Gustafsson (1947# 

P*2Ô7) is of the opinion that "there is no special need to specify
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mà ncmè the individual apomiots more than the bio types of a 
sekual species* *♦

Wilmott adapted ïuresson’s key to oover the various forms 

which were found on the Wig peninsula &md this key has been used 
in the present work*

KM TO THS lamiTFIOATIOM OF VXVimEOlfS li'BBCîJKâ 
(pp. 52 and 3j5 Flora of big)

I, Grimes I and XX not visibly Hietemorphosed* (ll; with glimi© 
XI in apical spikelets metmorphosed, 8-12 im* long, 
sometimes longer, includes a single Norwegian sifospeoies.)
A. The three or foui' lowest glumes, at least on basal 

opikelets, not at all or slightly 3%etamorphesed: 
glume IV not twice as long as glume II*
/ Six to eight glumes at the base of the spikelet 
unmotomorphosed* ssp*. uimnsis mihi*

// Four glumes at the ba.se of the spikelet not at 
all or slightly metamorphosed*

1# Glume IX, as the rest of the lower gluïïjos, short 
haiiy*
a# Glume I in the middle and apical spikelets 

with a short point (o* $9 imi* long#
(b: (•#« with a long drtum out point * lincludes 
one species rather widespread in northern 
Scandinavia# )

■X" Bipe bulbils long end narrow, clustered in a 
thick bushy panicle, and with rather strong 
adventitious root formtion*

ssp# faeroensis (Turess*) 
conib# nov*

-X-* Bulbils mediuHit sised (to 35 mm* long), in a
moderately lax p&mlole, and with >veak adventitious 
root formation*

ssp* jemtlandloa (Turess*) 
QoW), nov*

2* Glume XX glabrous, like the rest of the lower glumes, 
or at most at the apex with small sparse stiff hairs*
a*/
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a* Glume I in the middle and apical spikelet s with a 

short point# (bs #*, with a long drawn out point *• 
one subspeolas widespread in Tome Lappmark).

* Hipe hulhila long and narî'OV/, clustered into a thick 
bushy panicle, with strong adventitious root fomation

8Bp* vaaggijsis (Turess*) 
conib# nov#

-x-* Bulbils of medium sise, in moderately lax panicles,
and w:lih weak adventitious root formation#

/ Glume II gr'ûdually narrowed to the apex* (//s ##* 
with truncate apex - one Swedish sW)species 
restricted to areskutan»)

BSp# nox̂ veAioa (Turess#) 
conib* nov.

Glumes III and IV .in middle and basal spikelets 
metamorphosed* Glume IV twice the length of i^ume II.

(This section includes nine Scandinavian s#)species 
and two Scottish, but no speci«iens collected in 1939 in 
the Outer Hebrides appear to belong here* As the two 
Scottish subspecies have not yet been introduced into 
British literature, X add their description, extracted 
from Turesson^B key:

SBp* killinenaia (Tureas.) coîiib. nov* Panicle broad 
and bushy; culm v/eak, soon inclined; laminae of bulbils 
without markedly raised nerves - Glume IX glabrous, like 
the rest of the glumes, or at most with small sparse stiff 
hairs near the tip -* Glwinc II in middle and basal spikelets 
4*5 RM# long, often pure green like the rest of the lower 
glumes - Gluir̂  I in middle and apiael spikelets with only 
a short point. - Perthshire: Kililn*

ssp* scotipa (Turess.) comb* nov* Panicle broad end 
bushy; oulm weak, soon inclined; laminae of bulbils 
without marWdly raised nerves - Glume II short hairy, 
like the rest of the lower glumes, c* 1 mm* broad, 
panicle not second ̂  Bulbils r/iedium sissed ( to 35 im* long)
- Glume I in middle and ai>ioal spikelet» with a. short 
point* - ÎÆore widely spread in Scotland*

The identification of the vivipri'oue fescues by means of 
the key was rendered dubious partiou3,arly by the length of the 

awn in middle and apical spikelets and by the fact that Glume XV 
was very frequently twice the length of Glume I in basal splkelotf̂  

(Table V.)
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One or plants might foe identified under 'furesson*s 

description of P, ovina vivi,ioara aapm* aootioa but the rnajority 
came somewhat doiibtfully under aapm* faeroensia or aapm. uip,ensid

Almost without exception, however, at least one character would
fail to fit into the description although taken as a whole, a
plant might agree niore with one than wrlth another#

It will foe seen that the range of variation ajïiong the

garden fescues is wide end since it exists not only between, but
also within populations and even in Individual plaits, it seems
reasonable to conclude that any taxonomic varieties based on suoh
variable attributes must foe regarded wi th soms suspicion# A

similar conclusion must foe drawn from the brief discussions on
the 2* ovina tnid F# rubra types thus giv5.ng further proof of the

value of an examination of areal and ecological distribution of
variation within the genetically independent units before
attempting to delimit infrâ -speoifio taxonondo categories.

In oases where it is necessary to refer to groups in
taxonomic terms in the following discussion, the undemoted
nomenclature will foe adopted,

Sexual setaoeous-leaved type vdth split leaf sheath, F* ovina 
Vivipamus setaceous-leaved type with split leaf sheath. F#vivi-j

para
Sexual types with leaves flattened on flowering stem 
at least and entire leaf sheath, rubra
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betweeii
plant»

VI. bxaiota'hôîî Of liis ïmmm.L,

It was necessary for the purposes of the present investi^ 

gallon to examine living- material growing under conditions of a 
uniform environment, and, therefore, seed and bulbils were 

collected from the gradient stations in the late summer of 
and soivn in weed-free soil. Scarcity of seed and the failure of 
some bulbils to talce root reduced the nuiiiber of plants available 
from some stations to less than the desired twenty-four but in no 
case were less than six plants used* They were tranaplmted in 
the experimental garden in replicated plots as illustrated in 
Figure V.

Figure V.
Arrangement of Blocks.-,

'" " P  I' ■ »  ■ i J ' t  m  I . J  I ■ *
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1*6” between rows*
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IV plants were planted in a separate layout from

£• and P# rulora plants but the same method of replicated
plots was employed. A second oolleotion of seed and bulbils 
was made in the late summer of 19A5 and. the same procedure was 
followed. It ha& been observed, however, that the spacing was 
rather liimlting for the large F. riibra plants and it was increased, 

for all the sexual plants to 2 feet all round but left unchanged 
for the F. viyi.p.ara plants. Each lot was ,reta:1ned for examination 
over a period of two years.

. Since it was considered impossible to obtain for eaoh plant 
a mean value from a number of observations, the principle of 

homotypic measurement which was discussed and adopted by Gregor 
et al. (1936), was used. The measurement of Leaf Length and 
Leaf Breadth provide an example. Luring the first year of 
growth when the plaints were purely vegetative, the longest radical 

leaf was taken from eaoh plant m d  the length and breadth measured 
This was repeated twice during the season and the graphs of the 

means for eaoh population proved to be sufficiently alike in 
direction and curve for the three dates to justify this method of 

measurement and to establish the comparative accuracy of the 
results (Graphs I and XI).

The data were examined statistically, use being made in 
particular of the Corrélation coefficient and the Analysis of 
Variance# Several difficulties arose in the method of 
calculation for the Analysis of Variance because of the absence 

of plants in a few plots owing to deaths and other causes and to 
unequal numbers of plants occurring in different plots of the 

same |K>pulation. Dr. H. A. Bobb of the Mathematics Apartment
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of Glasgow IXnlverslty ga-ve very generous guidance on the 
ïTiOdifioatlons neoessaaty and a detailed note of the techniques used 

is given in the Appendix*
A simple Analysis of Variance giving only the significance of 

the variation between populations had to be used for the sexual 
1946 plLints as, owing to a shortage of growing space, the complete 
layout could not be accommodated as a s:lnglé unit# I’he two 
portions were planted in adjacent areas separated by a 4 feet 
path and since the homogeneity of the conditions had been 

demonstrated in prev?,ous experiments, it was considered justifiably 
to use the results of the Analysis of Variance calculations with 

the exception of the sî iiif iomoe between Blocks#

Most emphasis must foe placed upon the results for the 1945 

plants since althoû #i in some oases a larger nmber of altitudinal 
populations were available for examination in 1946, a wider range 
of measurements was obtained for the X%3 plants# It is for this 
reason that Correlation Ooeffioients between altitude m d  the 

various attributes have, generally speaking, been câoulated for 
1945 plants only* On the same principle. Divergence Indices 
(Ginsberg 1938) have been oaloulated for the 1945 plsnts*

The material collected from the various gradients and used 
in the garden experiments is summarised in Tables VI and VII»
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TjXBtM VI#

Populations on Taynuilt Gradients 
F* ovina m d  f * vlvinara*

A and B

Z* ovina P# vivlnara
Station Altitude 1945 1946 1945 1946

' "ibet
.30 0 X X X X
8 Ô X X
1 200 X X
2 400 X X
3 600 X %
4 800 X X
5 1000 X X X
6 1200 X X X
7 1400 X X X
14 1600 X X

27 1450 X X X X
26 1800 X
25 2000 X X X X
2 4 2200 X X X
2 3 2400 X X X X
2 2 2600 X X X
21 2800 X X
20 3000 X
19 3200 X
18 3400 X
1 7 3600 X
16 3689 X X

TABIÆÎ Vl(a)*

Populations in Taynuilt Gradients A and B
& rubra

Station Altitude 1945 1946
feet

8 0 X X
9 0 X X 1

1 0 a 0 X
29 0 X X 1
50a 0 X X ;

1a 200 X X
2 a 400 X

' M. WkHt M  Mt «t H» «W W  M  aw «W «««I* .

2 7 1450 X X
26 1 800 X
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ÏABW V II.

Populations on Balmally Oi’aâlont 
Z* ovina and P, viVinara#

Station Altitude
F* ovina F*vivipara
1943 1946 1945 1946

as*,63 400 X X
35 500 X36 700 X37 900 X X X
38 1100 X X
39 1300 X
4 0 1500 X X X
41 1700 X
4 a 1900 X X
4 3 2100 X
4 4 2300 X X
46 2700 X
62 3100 X

m «  Vll(a)

Populations on jH>.lmally Gradient 
P# rubra

station Altitude 1945 1946
fee;t

63 4 0 0 X X
35 500 X X
36 700 X X
37a 900 X
39 1300 X
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Oharaoter Measurements 

The longest reidioal leef from eaoh plant was maswed in 
millimetres for leaf Length end Leaf Bieadth as has already been 

explained* Plant Heiglit was taken as the height in millimetres 
of the longest flowering stem and the panicle on this stem 
provided the basal spikelet on the lowest rachis for the 
measurement of Spiîcelet I'̂ ength and Awn Length# These two 

measinr/ements were made using a %  eyepiece with a micrometer 
soa'le in conjunction vdth the horizontal Vernier scale on the 

meohanioal stage of a miorosoope# The A m  Length figure obtained 
by this mthod has not been converted into millimetres for the 
purposes of the calculations# The niW)er of flowers In the basal 
spikelet mid the number of spikelets on the panicle ware counted 
at the time*

Potential Fertility was calculated for eaoh plant from the 

figures for the number of flowering stems, the number of spikelets
per panicle and the nmab^r of flowers per spikelet# The Aotual

Fertility was similarly calculated from the number of heavy seed 
per psni.clQ and the nuiriber of flowering stems*

At the end of the second year of growth all the 1945 plants
were lifted, shalten as free of soil as possible, and indlvixlually 
weigiied to give the total weight of stock and root growth# With 
the 1946 planta the stock part of the plant was skimimd from the 
roots with a sharp spade to give the weight of the upper part of 
the plant only#

The Habit of Growth ratio was calculated from measurements 
Flowering Stem 3pread/5?lant Eei^t# The measurements were t̂ iken



¥/hen tho panicle© haa,-,generally fully emerged from the sheath 
but were not yet flov/ering* Plant in this donueotion

is the height of the tallest part of the plant ahoYo the ground 
and does not neoessarlly agree Mth the hei^t of the longest 
flowering stem#

I’his method proved to be invalid for the sexual polyploids 
which have almost witîiout exception an erect habit of growith, as 

far as the flowering stems are concerned at any rate. Ühe 
spread in the case of these plants includes the deĝ 'oe to which 
stolons have been developed as well as the laxity or rigidity of 
the flowering stem# The latter %x)int renders the ratio less 

accurate also for the plants to which it has been applied since 
it does not permit of a distinction between a genuinely prostrate 
plant and one which has a veiy lax flowering stem, but cit least 
it is the only oomplioating factor#

The Time of Flowering v/a© recorded» according to the 
follovdng scale, at waeldly iîitervals from the first appearance 

of the panicles until flowering had ceased# The recording for 
19th June has been used for the statistical calculations# 

Flowering grade. Sexual Plants.
1# îpex of panicle appearing from sheath#

2, Paiiicle clear of sheath#
2a# bO per cent of panicles clear of sheath.
3# Panicle expanding#
4# Plants starting to flower (up to 12 per cent panicles

flowei'lng) è
3# Plant© flowering sparsely (up to 25 per cent panicles

flowering).
6# Plants flowering freely (up to 30 per cent panicles

flowering)#
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7* Planter flowering abundantly (up to 75 per cent panicles

flowering) «
8, Pftnioles not closing but not still flowering*
9* Flowering completed but panicles not all closed*
10* Panicles at least 30 per cent closed*
11* Panicles all oloaed#

12* Sow panicles yellowing*
Flowering: ffrade* Viviparous Plmta*

1* Apex of panicle appearing from sheath*
2* Panicle clear of sheath*

3* 30 per cent clear of sheath but none so far expanded*
4* Baxliest panicle expanded.
5* Panicles 12 per cent expanded*
6* Panicles 23 per cent expanded*
7*PanicleQ 30 per cent expanded*
8* Pmioles 73 per cent expanded*
9* All expanded*
10. Panicle© closing*
11, panicles half closed*
12* Panicles closed*

In order to obtain a figure for the amount of seedling groirth
made by seeds from different altitudinal populations twenty seeds 
were

/weighed and planted in sand* ïho seedlings were removed as 
carefully as possible at the end of three months, all particles 
of smd washed from the roots and after a momentary pressure 

between shoots of absorbent pa,per, weighed quickly* The wei^t 

of the seed v/as subtracted from that for the seedling and the 
mean value calculated from the resulting figures was used as m  
estimate of seedling vigour# The experiment was repeated in 
the following year*
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msm Xé
1946 Biï)loid Sexusil* ovina# î?ânauilt A$

ifean Oharaoter Value»Pop* Alt. Ml LB , PW ... ..... -....,#.,0..,..-.Btt,,.. .. : am ..... -7,9/6...........

10 0 229 .6700 4.8
30 0 211 .5935 15*6 3*1

m
1 200 230 .6200 20.4 3*8
8 400 236 .6161 19*0 3*9»*
3 600 267 .6132 l6*5 3*9#>jk
4 800 245 .5945 20.2 4*1

* M **
5 1000 296 .6400 15.0 4.9* fW
6 1200 . 273 .6329 18*6 6*0

7 1400 . 276.. ........6170. .......19.0.. .............5.0...SlĝmificanceBetweon XXena,t>o.̂t,a.Correlationcoefficient f.470oharîalt. .... .........-XX.......

T/lBEB XI.
1946 Biolold Sexuel p î'» ovlna. Sayauilt B.

Mem Oharaoter Yfiluea* ;.......Pop* Alt» U. EB PW r.PI *.0f 1 ■ -irri.. OS*. . 19/ë
27 1450 . 270 .6540 17.6 5*2**-
25 2000 192 .6312 13.7 3*7** 3k
24 2200 259 .6100 17*3 5*5
23 2400 209 .6317 14.0 6*3

2600 187 _ ....... . .603. .13.0..,Oigni.fiUanoebetween XX■end pointâ.

StCMIFlclANT AT • OS POINT.
siqH'F'CANT At . 01 POINT.
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VII. AEôLTSIS Of GHiiï̂ iCa’ÜHS.

(a) Piploicl. ‘ P. ovlna.

Since it Is not possible to examine the total sum of the 
attributes^ both morphologloa}. and biological, which compose the 

individuals of a populationjt it would be invalid to attempt to 
form a true picture of the relative position of that population 
by considering the total of measurable characters only and their 
distribution. I'he greatest amount of information will be 

«derived from an examination of the distribution of variation 
of each available character for each gradient* The data shows 

that the variation is distributed in ttiree different ways*
1, 3*n the first case, the Analysis of Variance

calculations establish that there is not, ot any rate, a single 
tmifona population extending over the whole gradient for the 
character in question yet no trend in any direotion may be 

detected* This is illustrated by randomly varying mean values 
for Leaf Length on the Taynuilt A (1945 and 1946) (Tables VIII 
end X) gradient* The individual plant records do not vary to 
any great extent from the mean for each population and in some 

oases, the differencesbetween populations are statistically 
significant*

isn explanation of the randcm occurrence of variation on the 
lower slopes of Ben Oruachan may be found in the opportunities 

afforded for colonisation. Though, as has been previously 
moîitionecl, there is at no altitude any strongly marked colonial 

de-yelopnent, it must be admitted that on the lower slopes there 
is a greater diversity of vegctational types* F* ovlna is
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forced to compete for living room with many other species, often 
of greater height though not necessarily more capable of survival, 

and there are greater possibilities for a less dense colonisation 
than occur on the upper levels, The effective sise of the 

breeding population is undoubtedly smaller under the )Wr& 
scattered conditions and small-scale genetic drift is probably 

responsible at least to some extent for these random differenti
ations, Woodson ( 1947) found examples of population values Xïi 

Aacleniaa ttxberosa in W*S,A, which do not fit in with the general
genocline v/hloh he traced and attributes these apparent 
discrepancies to genetic drift *̂in vAich the influence of natural 
selection is absent or negligible” since he found that the 

colonies involved were small and occur relatively Infrequently 
owing to locally unfavourable conditions,

2, Secondly the absence of a single uniform population is 
proved by the Analysis of Variance calculations and a definite 

trend of change correlated with increase in altitude is present. 
An example of this type of variation distribution is shown 

markedly by Potential Fertility (1943) for the populations on the 
Taynuilt B gradient (Table XX) and is proba3)ly displayed by 
attributes which are most strongly influenced by the general 
environmental change,

3# In the third case, the Analysis of Variance calculation» 
do not prove that any significant difference exists between 

populations and it can be seen froiïi the individual plant records 
that the varî ibility is as great within each population as it is 
between them, Spikelet Length and Awn Length for both Taynuilt
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gradients, A end B (Tables VIII mid XX) display this type of 

uniform distribution of variation* It seems likely that these 
attributes isre of no selective value#

It may be remarked that whilst Leaf Length illustrates the 
first type of distribution of variation on Teynuilt A gradient 
(Tables VXII and X) it illustrates the seooad type on Taynuilt B 
gradient (Tables XX m d  XI)# A possible explanation of the 

random oceurrcnoe of variation on 0?ayïiullt A gradient has already 
been suggested but the more irregular ollmatio conditions mast 
also be mentioned* In winter the upper slopes frequently have 
a covering of snow for considerable periods but the ooourrence 

on the lov;er slopes is more erratic* The higher altitudes suffer 
a more severe climate and are at certain seasons of the yeai* 

almost constantly wreathed in mist which often extends down to 
1500 feet* On the whole it must be observed that thou^ more 

exacting, the environmental conditions of the upper slopes are 

more uniform than they are at the lower levels#

It has already been ostal)lisIied by the experiments on crossinjg 
that indi*y'iduals from widely separated, and even from the extreme, 

populations arc capable of interbreeding but there is «0 evidence 
from the distribution of variation that, in fact, the area of each 

gradient is not covered by a single population but by a series of 
partially independent populations. In particular, the large 

degree of divergence whioh is shown by the Divergence Indices 
for the extreme populations supports this viev/. Between adjacent 

populations, certainly, the degree of divergence may not be gïeat 
but for the majority of the characters, it is sufficiently large
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to justify the claim that populations are at least to some degree 

individual* The amoimt of overlapping between neighbouring 
populatioxiB for any one character is alw(%rs greater than the 
degree of divergence but the fact that it Is present, makes it 
clear that there is a difference in the frequency vdth whioh the 

variate occurs in the populations in question* As has already 
been noted., trends associated ?dth increase in hei#it o m  be 
ostabliahed but a glance at the Divergence Indices does not 
indicate that the ejnount of divergence between populations become i 

either greater or less with increasing altitude*

The presence of a signifiofmt difference between adjacent 

populations for one or even sovïîî.'al attributes serves to emphasise 
the discontinuity whioh exists* If the populations were not to 

somfj extent independent, such significances would not occur but 
on the other htuid, the absence of any évidence for signifiomice 

in the case of some other oharaoters points to the incompleteness 
of this isidopendence* This may be illustrated by reference to 

populations 27 and 25 (Table XX) | signiflomt differences occur 
between these popu3.ations for both Leaf Length and Plant height 
(l945) but for no other attributes*

The graph of the figures obtaining for seedling growth in 
1946 is strikingly different from that for 1947*
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G m m  III.

Comparison of Diploid BeedXing Growth 
in 1946 and 1947#

/•o

TAYWUIL-T A, GRAIDIE. NT iqû  - (qui-

The graph for 1946 shows a result viiich might be expected since 
there is a decrease in the amount of growth as altitude increases, 

The irregularities of the graph for 1947 are surprising but a 
possible explanation lies in the fact that whereas the seed used 

in 1946 was collected from the wild populations themselves, the 
seed used in 1947 was taken from the diploid plants growing in 
the garden. The opportunities for cross-fertilisation were much 
greater under the artificial conditions and it is very probable 

that some of the seed was the result of crossing between parents 
which are nomally spatially isolated* The only reliable 

indication of seedling vigour must be obtained from the graph for 
1946 wMeh suggests at least that growth tends to proceed more 
slowly as altitude inoreases.
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(b) Sexual polyploids, rubra#

(l) Taynuilt A#

It has not been considered worth while to examine the d£\ta 
obtained from the sexual polyploids of the Taynuilt A gradient 
sinae oîü.y two (l945) and tljree (1946) postulations were available* 
The polyploids at sea level, howver, present a complex picture 
vdiioh merits closer attention* Althou#i the sexual polyploids 
which were growing on Ben Oruaohan were all found to have the 
same chromosome nu#er, namely (2n « 42), varying counts were 

obtained from those growing in the quite limited area at sea- 
level*

TABIÆ! XXX*

Population Oln'Oïïioaome Huni
hUTiiber Wild material

...,,, ,

Garden Material
8 42 42, 49

9 49, 56 , 42, 56
10a 42, 49 -

29 42 42
30a 42 42

It is apparent from Table XIX that two distinct ohromoeome 
races exist and that they ùre capable of crossing and occasionally 
at any rate, producing viable hybrids. The problem of their 
distribution is less easily solved until the biotic environment 
is exwnined more closely#

Population 9 where the only ootoploids were found,grows 

actually on and at the base of, a stone v/edi cemented with mortar
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and, incident ally, giving a neutral soil reaction. The habitat 

is ühy and well-sheltered by trees and there is an almost complete 

absence of competition# Population 10a is growing on the side of 
a dry, grassy bank under the rather intermittent remains of an 
overgrown hawthorn hedge some hundred yards from booh Btlve shore# 
The habitat Is fairly sheltered save from the Morth-east whioh 

is not the direction of the prevailing wind. Population 8 is 
growing on the edge of a pasture field just above the River Awe. 
The habitat is a#in fairly sheltered with some gorse bushes and 
with several hawthorn trees very close but the rubrat plants 

which wer^ collected wore growing in open spaces betifoen the 
taller vegetation with less overhead shading than those of 
Populations 9 f̂ nd 10a. Population 29 grows on the entirely 
open shore of Loch Stive whilst Population 30a is also growing 
in an unshaded habitat on a roadside but in strong competition 
with Arrhonatherum elatius M* & K# Population 29 on the other 

hand is almost entirely free from plant competition but occupies 
what is undoubtedly the most exposed habitat. Taking into 
consideration the phytosocial environment, it would seem 
reasonable to conclude that the ootoploid P. rubra is a race of 

shaded places with a considerable miount of shelter whilst the 
more common hexaploid is R%>st suited to exposed areas which 
would account for its uuiforAiity of occurrence on the hillside. 

From% present evidence crosses between the two races apparently do 
occur and it seems likley that they are tible to grow in habitats 

intermediate between the shaded and the very exposed* In the 
present case an examination of the character mean values and the
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1945 Polyplolâ Se toit £♦ r#ra.
Mean Valuee snd Diverfzeaoe IncUosB» . Sea^level.
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8
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63 69 71
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Divergeïioô Indice» (Tables XIII anû XIV) doe» not give muoh 

indication of the presence of distinct jïiorpholoî oal difference» 

hetvseen the chiomosojue race» though# of course, it must be 
allowed that there is a considerable amount of natural varia-tlon 

whioh must tend to obscure the true pattern# Bdoher (1944) ' 
found two chromosome races in Veronica offioinalis but states 

that morphological sepwation is impracticable (p* 12)*
However, it is clear enough that in the case of each character, 

the h i ''Divergence Indices occur between pure populations of 
hcxaploids and those populations in whioh ootox>loids 

anoupXoids have been found* Again, the statistically 
significant differences which are present, are between the pure 

populations and the mixed* The greater degree of siîïïilarlty 
which ndglit have been expected to occur between the two hexaploid 

populations does in fact exist for most characters and only once, 
in the case of Actual Fertility is there a sigpifioant difference 

between the two# The data for Population 10a (194-6) is perhaps 
a little surprising in Its fairly close similarity to tîie data 
for Population 30a until it is remeiAbered that the actual 
proportion of the different polyploid races in each mixed group 

examined is unlmown since only repsresentatlve plants from each 
habitat wore used*for a chromosome count* A greater number of 

hexaploid plants e<jix>ng those measured for Population 10a would 
naturally render the mean value more akin to that for a purely 

hexaploid population than to that for a more mixed ̂ population#
For this reason, it is rather futile to attempt to draw final 

conclusions concerning either the moiphologioal distinctness of
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the chromosome races or the distribution of variation within themj, 
It would bo necessary for these purposee to deal only with plants 

of lînown oliroiwsome nimiber througjhout*
(2) Taynuilt B.
Since only two (1945) and one (1946) populations were 

available, no reliable conolusions could be drawn from the data 
though again in a very limited way, edtitudinal trends similar 
to those indicated for F* ovina could be dlseemed#

(3) Dalmally*
As has already been noted the only chromosome race found 

among the F# rubra pltmts on Ben Oruaohan has a diploid nujïiber 
2n =: 42, and the plants from the Dalmally gz'adient are no 

exception# It seems likely that the populations are individual 
but that there are no real barriers to continuous gene flow along 
the gï'adient since there are none to few significant differences 
between population mean values for the different attributes#

No attempt has been made to calculate Divergence Indices under 
the circumstances# The altitudined, slope is so gradual that it 

would not have been surprising to find a sigmifioant correlation 
between ohai'aoter change and altitude but the presence of bracken 

must be sufficient to erect at least a partial barrier# The 
reason for the rather erratic variation then becomes clearer 

for the bracken does not ocour regularly but in bands end patches 
Again as with the £*. ovina populations of the Taynuilt A gradient 
these g# rubra populations occur in the area whioh is only 
intermittently affeoted by, for example, snow, and to a much more 
continuous degree, mist*
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(o) Viviparous polyploid* F* vivjpara*

(1) On tho Taynuilt A gradient no plants vQm- available 

among the 1945 plants save two populations at soa^level, an 
Insufficient number for any detailed, analysis* With the 1946 
plants, however, all the populations on thé gradient were 
l'âpresented in the trials and. Table XVII shows how generally 
similar is the distribution of variation to that already noted 
for the sexual diploids on the same gradient* The apparently 
random distribution of the oharaoter mean values is very mar'ked*

(2) and (3) The similarity in the distribution of variation 
is even more marked on the Taynuilt "B gradient and the same is 
equally true of the populations on the Balmally gradient*

This strong confirmation of the conclusions whioh may be 

drawn from the sexual diploid populations is very satisfactory 
but It also pr’csents à new and pusBling problem* Though the 

factors which govern the extent and direction of differentiation 
may be iyŷ erfeotly understood, it is nevertheless possible to 
appreciate that in cross-fertilising spSoios, the distribution 
of variation is achieved through sexual reproduction* It is 

much more difficult to uuderstond h w  differentiation between 
populations, and betv/eori individual %)lants, coR%s into being when 
the plants in question have a viviparous form of reproduction*
If the plants £0*0 entirely viviparous, there can bo no question 
of any form of gene exoharige between individuals and the only 
possible source of furthez" differentiation is mutation* If, 

however, the plants even occasionally produce some normal sexUal 
flowers then the possibility of a limited â nount of interbreeding
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SâB» % v.ai,

1946 Vivi.ps*oîJç» 2* vivXpaya» Taynuilt 6*

Pop# Alt#
feet

ÎÆean Oharaoter Value
m .....

mm JB» . Eatio, . . Oîim

27 1450 334 .7946 2#0 40*7
îts-̂K-

26 1800 262 .8129 2#1 40*3

25 2000 2% .7767 2#4 38.5

24 2200 264 .8&1 2# 6 36.2

23 2400 295 .8104 2#Ü 37.7*
22 2600 261 .8500 2*1 31.2

21 2800 247 .8583 2*1 3ip*4

20 3000 241 .8996 2*3 36.5
**

19 3200 241 #8146 2*6 38.4
**

18 3400 247 #7758 2*8 28.4
**

17 3600 234 #8875 2*7 31.3
16 3689 .234...... . . . .  . .  .885a________ ..,.2*5... .............. ___________________________

Si^iifloance
between* XX XX XX
end nainta
Corrélation
Coefficient *#336 +#214
oharialt# XX XX.

*  SIGNIFICANT AT * Ob Foi N T .

■ïIé: Vie SIGNIFICANT AT • Ot POINT.
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iCiSÎE XIX»

1946 Viviparous, V. vivioara, Dalmally,

Pop* AXt*
feet*

Ifean Character Value ■
. hh\ ■ m- ..: m :.,._.........
mm mi Hatic ...... #*..,

400 250 *7917 1*5 41.0

,35 500 307 .7533 1.0 43*2
MtJk

3^ 700 232 #7783 1.0 33.6
37 900 251 ,7957 1*0 34*5
38 1X00 259 .7721 1*1

ik
43*1*.*

39 1300 244 #7571 1*0 34.2
40 1500 222 •7453 1*0 35iO
41 1700 .6225 1*5 40^4
42 1900 295 *8167 1*7 42,1

**
43. 2.100_.„ ..251,, - - . * 8408 , ̂ .... 1*7.. - ,40*3
Sî gnifiomoe

%%
OorroXalîlaa
Cïoeffiolent
ohafs ait*

î|t StÇMinciANT AT ' OS POIKrr.

%  ik  SICN( F IC A N T a t  * Ol Pol NT".

\

l\
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with consequent gene recombinations provides an important source 

of differentiation# luresson found In his investigation of the 

viviparous fescues that only t%o northerly districts had an 
entirely viviparous form while the majority of the largely 

viviparous foms# which included specimens from Scotland* produced 

a few weak shoots late in the season bearing some apparently norma^ 
flowers# Borne had all the floral parts but others had only some 
parts and some were entirely rudimentary# Jenkln (l92i) also 
found that similar hunger inflorescences were produced late in 

the season by viviparous plants from Wales and viable seed was 
actually obtained under garden conditions* I’h© Ben Oruaohan 

fescues behaved in a similar mannex‘ but thou^i apparently abundant 
pollen was formed and some flowers did appear to be entirely 

normal* no seed was found under garden conditions# Hone of these 
lata shoots v/oie aver observed under wild conditions but the 

possibility of seed being produced cannot be ifyiored#

Théfè 'doçs not seem to he much possibility of interbreeding 

between pvina and F# viviptira since the inflorescences on the 
latter were îiot produced* under garden conditions at any rate* 

until the F# ovina plants were well past the flowering sta.ge.
It must be admitted that another serious objection to the 

production of mature seed by these hunger inflorescences . ‘ 
arises from the fact that they ere produced so late in the season 
that they must have a very brief period favourable for seed 
ripening# Since differentiation is so marked in the viviparous 

fescues* however* it seems neoessaiy to postulate such a source 

of gene reooml>ination in addition to the presence of mutation
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and it may be that the limited and intermittent amount of crossing 

which is possible* acsoQunts for the more, marked ohaẑ aoter of the 
variation* If vazd^mts are only produoed at izTegular intervals* 
the pressure of natural selection may toe allowed an musual length 
of time for eliroinating individuals which show im.suitaMlity for 

the environment whether to a greater or a lesser extent.

Heribert Nilsson (1947* P* 141) has advanced the theory that 
polymorphy in a tru3.y apomict species Is a sign of senescence.
He argues that when the degree of apomixio becomes absolute* there 
are probably millions of biotypes within such a species but the 
pressure of natural selcotion gradually reduces this nmher* 

finally to a few huiidreds and it is when the nvüîtber beoonics so 
small that their existence becomes m)st obvious to the taxonomist* 
It has been postulated that the mutation rate decreases with the 
increasing age of a species mid what mutations occur* vmuld not 

influence the few definite blotypes to m y  appreoitble extent:, so 
that they would be very distinct from each other* This seems to 
be a reasonable theory would fit the present case if It were
not for the observed ability to produce some sexual flowers even 

though their presence undor natural conditions has not been noted.
There is a further point which makes it impossible to regard 

the Ben Oruachsn F. ovlna viyinara plants as ooafg>letoly viviparous* 
nanely the produotion of appjrrently normal* entirely sexual 3)lants 
from viviparouB bulbils* A completely viviparous pltmt I3N 
was collected on Ben Oruachm and kept in the greenhouse for 

oytological investigation* It was not remarkable in miy way 
and a root-tip count yielded the nonaal diploid number of 2n « 26*
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In the second season* however* a semi-vivipsrous pmicle was 
produced and some apparently normal seeds vmre formed. The 
bulbils from the inflorescence v/era planted in one pot* the 

seeds in another and though the latter failed to germinate* the 
bulbils rooted and eventually became normal sexual plants which 
have remained sexual each season, Jenkin (l92l) reported that 
viviparous plmts grown from bulbils produced some partially 
sexual inflorescences in the second season# Seed obtained from 

them geïsïiinated and yielded four plants* two of which were sexual 
and tVifO viviparous# Instances have been given of vivipary 

modificatorily Induced but in each of the above oases* healthy* 
normally sexual plants developed from viviparous bulbils# It 
would seem that F# vivioara as found in Great Britain at any rate 
is not con̂ zletely viviparous and that some further investigation 
is required to elucidate the problems of the relationship between 
the sexual end the viviparous* the question of the change in 

chromosome number being not the least#
A point of interest arises in connection with Plant Weight 

and Plant Hei^t jiaeasurements for the sexual diploids# The 
graph for Plant Height 1945 (Graph IV(a)) shows a decrease in meazi 
value as altitude increases but Plant Weight (Graph IV(b)) shows 
an equal tendenqy to increase end this tendency is particularly 
marked for the Toynuilt B gradient* Plant Weight for 1946 plantu 
(Graph IV(o))* however* decreases (with one exception) as altitude 
inoreases# The discrepancy between the Wei^t figures for the 
1945 and 194-6 plants iê probably to be accounted for by the fact 
that in the first case* the total v/eight of the plant was recorded
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whilst in the second oaee* only the shoot portion was viei#od«

It must be, therefore, that at higher altitudes the root system 

of the plant increases at the expense of the shoot portion* 

Balishury (l9hO) has noted that ''depth of rooting which has been 
shoim to vary between strain and strain may determine droitght-» 
resistance or survival from potential 'frost^lifting*** Such 
attributes would be of great value to plants at high altitudes* 

ïhe validity of such an interprete.tion Is rendered dubious, 
however, by the Lfact that vd.th both 1945 and 1946 viviparous 
plants Plant Weight decreases with increasing altitude in spite 
of the different methods of weighing adopted in the two years*
It may, however, point to a general pîrysiologioal superiority 

of the tetraploid viviparous type over the sexuel diploid at 
high altitudes*

The data whioh have been presented in the foregoing tables 
are sufficient to show that the variation which has been examined 

is of a heredltÊuy natm'e* It is true that, for exemple, the 
protrate habit of growth of populations flom the higher altitudes 

had been exaggerated in the wild by the severe environmental 
conditions but it is obvious that on inherent prostrateness is, 

nevertheless, included within the constitution of the individuals 
from these levels* The iinalys5̂ s of Variance oaloul&tions have 

made it clear that with very few exceptions and those mainly emong 
K* yubra« the Ben Gruaohan fescue populations oonnot be regarded 
as a single homogeneous unit* Statistical significance is thus 
added to the conclusions which may be drawn from eye observations 

and detailed measurements* Again, the results from two separate
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seed collections from the natm^al populations but grown in 
successive years, are fairly similar* Complete agreement ̂ vould 
have been more open to question than are the disslmilwities 
v/hioh have appeared since in each year the seed was collected 

at random from the populations and must necessarily represent 
somewhat different sajiples of the interrial variation in each 

case*

VIII* hISChSBXOK,

It has already been mentioned that the aim of experimental 
taxonoay is to elucidate further the relationships within the 

most valuable classifications of the systematists, to add to# 
rather than to supplant them* In any case, it would certainly 
not be possible to attempt to fit the systematists* units neatly 
into those proposed as a result of experimental investigationB 

upon some species without many more experiments upon many more 
species* It only leads to confusion vhen writers who have not 

been able to cany out adequate experiments or# perhaps# any at 
all# hastily apply terms which presuppose a thorough knowledge 

of the genetioai constitution and relationships of the organisms 
These fundamental requirements are well stressed by Turrill (194^) 

Hutchinson# Silow and Stephens (1947) have been able to adopt a 
classification of Qossvnium into taxonomio sections# species end 
varieties which they say, closely resemble the ooenospeeles# 
ecospecies and eootypea defined by Olausen# Keck and Hiesey (195^) 

but this has only been made possible by detailed genetical 
examination in the course of which several groups previously
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thought worthy of speoifio rank# were merged into one*

The validity of the morphological criteria which are used 
to define species require close analysis for the morphological 
differences which had been used to distinguish these "species" 

were found by experimental methods to be "genetically simple 
and unimportant"* On the other hand, in the case of Mountain 
Timoti^# the diploid closely resembles the tetraploid in 
morphological details yet on the grounds of the qytological# 

genetical ^md ecological differences# Hordenskldld (1945) has 
considered that they ought to be given separate species rank and 

in the light of experiment Gregor (1946) agrees* 2,Morphological 
criteria# therefore# may in themselves be unreliable guides to 

the true relationships between organisms but they have persisted 
as the main means of discriminating between species and those 

groups which were accorded spécifie rank by Linnaeus# have 
remained largely unaltered to the present day. It is worth 
noting in passing that even though biologists have failed to 
agree upon valid# universtilly-accepted criteria for the species 

concept, it has always been felt to be a more definite natured 

group than any other to which taxonomio rank has been given# 

hence, prObably# the general acceptance of the Linnean groupings* 
Nevertheless# the concept of the species end the idea of its 
relationship to other groups has changed fundamentally from the 
original* In the time of Linnaeus species were thought of as 

specially created entitles# final and immutable and only 
requiring careful enquiry to become clearly defined to the 

observer. This static concept# however# has given place to the
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idea of the speoies as a dynainio level, a stage in evolution 
whioh can not only be defined in the present state but, through 
experiment, may even be traced in a certain degree to its origins.

Nevertheless, the exact method by which the species level 

has been reached is not a matter of universal agreement#
Du Biets (193G) defined the species as "the sm&illest natural 
populations permanently separated from each other by a distinct 

discontinuity in the series of biotypes". Buoh an adequate yet 
neutral definition can be accepted by all but whereas Goldschmidt 

(1940) holds that species are formed by large systemic mutations, 
the majority of biologists are convinced that spéciation is 

wholly the result of micro-evolution, the slow acoumul.ation of 
gene mutations and chromosomal j*econstructlons under condition© 

of varying environmental pressure leading to changes within a 
potentially continuous population. Goldschmidt does not 
question this micro-evolution below the specific level but 
believes that, at and above this level, an essentially different 

process, macro-evolution, takes place* It has not been proved 
so far that micro-evolution differs in kind from macro-evolution 

but it seems reasonable to suppose from the evidence so far 
available that the difference is only one of degree, Hutchinson, 
Silow and Stephens (1947) consider the possible path of evolution 

of the convoluted lint hairs and the annual habit in 

and come to the conclusion that since many morphological 
Characters are involved in each, nothing less than m  Extensive 
rebuilding of the genotype" would be able to cause such related

,ii
characters to evolve* '*'It is evident", they continue, "that
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this reorganisation was aooomplished by the aoourmlation of gene 

differences and not by any *macro-evoXutionajy' change of the 

type postulated by Gk>ldsohmidt (1940)". Yilhatever the mode of 

evolution of these important characters in Qossvnlmo, and the 
arguments of these authors merit acceptance, even if the 
production of a new species, genus, or higher category hy large 
systemic mutations could be proved, It would, as Bijripaon (1944) 

says, supplement, not supplant, the population theories that 
involve selection acting on unit deviations of variable but 

usually small degree#
Timofeeff-Besspvsljy (1940, P*12?) aays "althoiAgli it is very 

difficult to give a definition of the species whioh would be of 
general value and of practical use in all groups of organisms, 
we nevertheless know that a high degree of biological isolation 
is the HK>st important criterion*" This biological Isolation 
whioh is such a vital factor in promoting discontinuity, may 

take several forms of which the most obvious are those v/hioh 
prevent interbreeding between species colonising the same area* 

Anderson and Sax (1936) consider that it is seasonal isolation 
whioh prevents interbreeding between Tradesoantia. hiysutioauli^ 

mid T. subasper var# mont aha* two species which may inhabit the 

same areas but rarely produce hybrids# The fundamental 

importance of genetical barriers between species is emphasised 
by Hutchinson, Bilow and Stephens (1947, p. 12) who illustrate 
their point with the example of (k>SKypim. hesrpace#. var* 
aoerifolluni and G. arbore,urn v/hioh are deliberately grown in a 

mixture in certain parts of India# Vigorous and fully fertile
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F.| hybrids ù-xe formed as a result of free intercrossing but 

later generations are feeble, obviously genetlotïlly unbalanced 

and finally fail to survive* The short-term# economic 
advantage of this policy is obvious but so also is the existence 

of a genetical barrier which does not prohibit crossing but does 
prevent the loss of identity of the two species#

There ere, also, many instances in botanical literature Of 
species which are capable of modified interbreeding where 

opportunity permits, though each retains its distinct speoifio 
characters save only in a narrow zone at the immediate point of 

contact whei'c the hybrids ai'e formed* An exemple is given by 
Oookayne (1923) in the case of Mvrtus bullata end M* oboorda;|t_a 

in New ̂ ealend^ only M# obcordata is found in South Island 
up to lat# 4-f &md in North Island north of lat* 35^ &  bullata 
occurs alone save for one small isolated area where M. obcordata
occurs. Between lat* M  and lat* 35 $ however, both speoles 
occur and there is a highly polymorphic hybrid population betweer̂
M* bullata and H* obcordata* It would almost seem that these
6-
two species ought to be called subspecies in the sense of 
Du Rieta (1930) who defines a subspecies as %  population of 
several bio types forming a. more or less distinct regional facies 

of a species" were it hot that he envisages a continuous inter
gradation between subspecies whereas in the above case, there is 

a sharp delimitation*
Huxley (1939) has spoken of the speoies as the "lowest 

group-oategory between members of which fertile interbreeding 
either is impossible or normally does not occur" but.
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apparently, would accept g# bullata and |Æ. oboordata as separate 

species in spite of the recognisable, recurrent interbreeding, 

since he says (1938) "the progress of tsxonor/do lesearch has 
brou^t to light numerous oases ----- of the incomplete 

discontinuity of specie»"# Possibly an explanation of this 
difficulty of making a universally applicable definition may 

lie in the degree of stability which has been reached within the 
gene complex of the species# Eagerimental work by Timofeeff- 

Reosovslty end theoretical investigations by Fisher and Bewail 
Wright have emphasised the importance of the process of building- 
up of gene complexes, harmoniously stabilised in different ways, 
within populations vhloh have become isolated from each other#
If, in the further process of expansion or migration, two such 
populations come to colonise the same area but are unable to 

form viable hybrids because of the evolution in eaoh of distinct, 
finely-balanced genetic constitutions, such populations are 
obviously full speoies# They wotxld also qualify for the rank 
of coenospeoies according to the definition given by Gregor 
et alia (1936) who define it as "separated from all other plants 
by sterility or by failure of hybrids to produce viable seed"#
£* rubra end F# ovina are examples of such species sinoe, as has 
already been noted, they’ are found in close proximity without 
interbreeding# This is not entirely due to seasonal isolation 

although the time of flowering of £• ûbjra is at least one week 

later than that of F# oyina and this may have played an 

Important part in earlier stages of differentiation, but even 
where crossing has been attempted artificially (O'enkin, 1934)
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only a small percentage of viable seed was formed and no plants 
were obtained from them# Such an example is in perfect agree

ment with Dobshansky*© definition (l941, p# 373) of the speoies 
as "that stage of evolutionaiy process at whioh the once 

actually or potentially interbreeding array of forms becomes 
segregated in two or more separate eirrays which are physiologi

cally incapable of breeding"# The case of Myrtus bullata and 
M# obcordata does not agree with this definition, however, and 

it must be concluded that the stabilisation of the gene-coiï̂ lex 

of each speoies has not proceeded so far as to Inhibit all 

interbreeding, yet far enougli to permit the groups to acquire 
speoifio qualities of distinctness and to retain them under 

conditions where Interbreeding is possible# In suoh cases 

where a high degree of equilibrium has been attained, the hybrida 
will be in a much less advantageous position o^dng to the 
upsetting of the harmony achieved by the parent speoies#
EecmTent Interbreeding is possible but the iybrids will not be 
able to compete with the psirents and even if they survive, a 

situation suoh as Hutchinson, Silow eaid Stephens have observed 
in Gossvpium herbaceum var* goerifolium and G# arboreum 1» 
likely to result*

An excellent example of the evolutionary importance of 

balanced genomes may be drawn from recent work by Valentine (1941*) 

on hybridisation between the Priznrose, Primula vulmris Huds* 
and the Oxlip, P* elatior Sohreb*, the chromosome number in both 
cases being (2n « 28)# With the Prirm?ose as femziuLe parent 
about 83 per cent of the aeedo, tvhloh are unuBually small, contain

\
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embryo and some endosperm "but the germination is very poor.

On the other hand, with the Oxlip as female parent, only some 

20 per cent of the seeds produoed contain eiabiyo &md endosperm 

hut show fairly good germination* The author believes that the 
difficulty in obtaining viable hybrid seed is largely due to a 

laok of balance between the genomes of the Oxlip and of the 

Primrose, which oauses an early degeneration of the endosperm*

Ihere the hybrid seed germinates, the F-j plants are normally 
vigorous, produce viable pollen and mature germinable seeds, a 
fact viiloh the author oonoludes is due to the possession, tiirough 

first-generation selection, of genetically well-balanced endospeacji* 
Further work on the situation under field conditions has been 

promised, but since the Oxlip is confined to a small area in East 
Anglia with Oxlip-Primrose hybrids occurring on the perifery, 
it appears certain that the lack of genetic balance in the 
majority of the hybrids provides an effective barrier to the 

sw&mping of one or both species.
' A concept of the speoies which would be adequate to define 

species of the type of Mvrtus bullata and M* obcordata in their 
relationship to eaoh other at any rate, would be almost alcin to 

that of the ©oospeoles which is defined by Gregor et alia (1936) 
as "separated from other parts of its coenospecies by restricted 

interfertility or by failui^ of hybrids to establish themselves 
in Nature”* Hybrids ùre able to establish themselves at least 

to a limited extent, however, and in some oases to persist for 
a few generations so this is an instance of the difficulties 

vfhich arise when an attempt is made to equate taxonomio
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categories with the units of experimental taxonosïy.

To sunfimarise briefly, the species of the alpha taxonomist 

would seem to include groups showing de^^ees of discontinuity 
varying from complete to fairly high, and where the line is drawn 
must still depend largely upon morphological details in the 

absence of experimental data* Apparently the taxonomio speoies 
may include both the ooenoepeoies and the eoospocies according 

to their definitions from the genetical point of view*
A lesser degree of balance may be envisaged within the gene- 

complex of the sui>speoies as defined by Du Rietz (1930). The 
chief isolating factors in the case of this taxonomio unit are 

geographioal or it may be ecological, and where such barriers 
are removed, interbreeding is fully possible* Under natural 
conditions, howsver, inter gradation between subspecies is 

frequently found to occur* Du Rietz (l930) gives an example of 
the continuity between subspecies in the case of Oelmlsla 
•petiolata Hook* in Hew Zealand where he distinguished at least 
three subspecies eaoh î ith a distinct regional distribution in 
the Southern Alps but continuously intergrading the one with the 

other* Where intergradation is not imraedilately obvious, however 
subspecies may be thought to be worthy of speoies rank# Cain 
(I94if) quotes the instance of the titmouse Parus ma.jor v/hioh 
extends £dl over Europe, south to Iran and across Siberia to 
Amur; P# boMiariensis extends over southern Asia and intergrades 

with F* major in Iran and \»dth P* minor in South OMna; P. minor

extends from South China to ilmur where it occurs with P* major 

without interbreeding* In this example of a "ring of races",
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£.* m&ô&r end P. minor could be ranked aa separate speoies if it 
were not loiown that intergradation exists between them through 

P* bokhariensis. Further investigation in the field may bring 
to light many more instances of this type.

The emphasis is obviously upon the importance of geogr/phloal 
isolation. Ho dovxbt in the last example, £♦ major and g, minoy 

have come to share the same area in Amur in comparatively recent 
times after separation sufficiently prolonged to make inter

breeding impossible. Similar isolation may in time break the 
chain of intergradation between the two stab species througti 
P. bokharienses and as small gene changes gr'adually aooumulate, 
an equilibrium may be established within the respective genetical 
constitutions rendering crossing ineffective.

Dobzhansky ( 1941 ), however, considered suoh an explanation 

of the formation of an Isolating barrier by the accumulation of 
gene changes to be genetically unsatisfactory and tentatively 
suggested that "once an incipient physiological isolation ha© 
become initiated, natwol selection will tend to strengthen it 

and eventually to make the isolation complete"* That this may 

indeed be the case has been shorn by Stephen» (1946) in the case 

of recently-differentiated species among the Hew World cotton», 
GossvDxum hirsutum var# marie-ptalante and G# barbadense L,

The interspecific barrier is rendered effective by means of an 

isolating mechanism which depends on alleles occurring at one 
locus only so that no seeds develop as a result of interbreeding# 
Although only some types are "carriers", Stephens says that those 
carrier types "in a mixed barbadense and marie-ggalente population 

will have a selective advantage and will ultimately replace non- 

carriers* "
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The importance of genetical isolation has already been made ' 

plain but it is difficult to see how ouch isolation could be 

achieved under sympatrlo conditions and it would seem . almost 
essential to postulate some form of initial spatial separation 

unless a major systemic mutation such as that envisaged by 
Goldschmidt were allowed or, perhaps, a change in ploidy# It 

is natural to think primarily of geographioal isolation and its 
importance is undisputed. An illustration may be talcen from the 
clear analysis by Grook&r and Wood (1947) of the initiation of 
isolation thx-ough the Recent aridity in South Australia and its 
effect upon plant communities. Species were forced by the 
sudden climatic change into ecological refuges whence they 

gradually re colonised denuded areas whenever more suitable 
conditions prevailed, but large areas remained without vegetation. 
Orooker and Wood are of the opinion that a considerable amount of 
spéciation has already taken place in w/idely-separated habitats 

but that, nevertheless, the period of time whioh has elapsed since 
the beginning, of the arid period has been too short for inudi 
progress to have been made in this direction. The speed v/ith 
which spéciation may occur is dependent upon a niunber of factors 
end under the conditions prevailing in South Austra3.ia, two of 

the most important must have been the edapho-olimatio range of 
tolerance of a speoies, its powers of migration and the frequency 

of the occurrence of mutation. Species suoh as Eucalyptus oleoéa
and E. gracilis with a wide range of tolerance were able to form 
relatively wide and continuous distributions tiirough successful 
migration from several refuges and little differentiation appears
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to have ocourred. On the other hand, E* oladooaXvx is found in 
tliree separate localities in South Australia, eaoh the result of 

a slow migration from a single survival habitat hut in spite of 
this continuing isolation, no major variation is reported between 

the three localities although there are differences in vigour 
probably due to edaphlc conditions. In the case of Acacia 

Sowdenil Maiden m d  A. Loden Maiden, however# taxonomically 
separate speoies have been recognised. They occur in areas at 
a considerable distance from each other and the authors are of 
the opinion that they have been derived from a common ancestor 

but are inclined to consider that the differentiation has scarcely 
proceeded far enoû ÿh to warrant separate speoies rank#

A further example of a somev/hat similar nature is provided 

by Anderson (1936). This author has put forward the Interesting 
tmd well-supported theory that Iris versicolor is a pre-glacial 

or Inter-glaciol hybrid between I. virginioa and I,, setosa var. 
interior. At the end of the glacial period the hybrid was left 
in a more youtliful area whioh Femald ( tî93l ) characterises as 
"the vast region of Canada and the Northern States whioh has 

become available for wholesale occupation by plants only since 

the decay of the Wisconsin ice, within the last few thousand years}? 

Here, throu^ geographioal isolation from the parent speoies, the 
hybrid was able to build up a stabilised end independent gene- 
complex so that nowadays it can colonise the same area as 

£• virffinioa v/ith only a limited amount of interbreeding.

It must be re/nembered that geographioal isolation does not 

necessarily mean wide spatial æpmation and Mayr (1947) eeys
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"tho texm 'geographically isolated* --- refers to any 
environmental factor that effectively inhlhits gene flow between 

two neiglfibouring populations"# The isolation created hy 
preference for different ecological habitats is given prominence 

in this statement and such isolation would certainly seem to 
exist in the exaitple given by Du Dietz of the different 

subspecies of Oelmlsla netiolata in Hew Zealand. Turrill (193S) 
has examined in detail the case of Sllcne al-oina and Oucubal.us,

whioh grow in adjacent habitats in the French Alps with a
minimum of interbreeding* Even more striking examples may be

found in recent American work on fishes. La^er and Bailey (l94'0
the

found that two races of/Johnny darter, Bolepsoma nig^u%, have 
distinct geographical distributions but also occur within the semK! 
area whilst ©till retaining: their characteristics through their 

preference for different ecological habitats. B. nigrum eulepis 
Hiibba and Greene is found in quiet, slow-moving waters with a 
rather loose mud or silt bottom and a fair amount of aquatic 
vegetation; B. niexum nî ixum on the other hand, prefers water 

where there may be moderate wave action and where the bottom is 

somewhat firmer* The two subspecies occur together in some 
streams in Northern Ohio but are segregated in the breeding 

season when &  nigrum nigrum prefers to move upstream^ The 
subspecies retain their attributes under the unifom environment^ 

conditions of captivity and ere capable of free interbreeding. 
Intergrading populations ■ have been found and show that inter
breeding lA equally possible under natural conditions were it not 
that habitat preferences keep the sUbspeoies apart. Lager and
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Bailey q.uote a further example frora Trautraan (1931) of Hotropua 
voluoellus* Three subspeoies ore found in three habitats, small 

streaiïis mid 1 tikes, qiüet baokv/aters or large rivers, open 
channels of the rivers, within a single area end though there is 

intergradation at the boundaries of the habitats, the subspecies 
still remain discrete*

The eoological isolation of s#species is not always as 
apparent as it is in the above examples, or in the case of 

speoies, beoause of the continuous though diminished gene flow 
but Mayr (1947) eays "In much of the ourrent literature, the 
sufospeoies and the ecological race, are treated as two completely 

distinct phenomena* The truth is, however, that they are merely 

two facets of a single phenomenon*" This is very true when it 

is considered that every population is basically an ecological 
one otherwise it could not tolerate the given conditions and 

would not exist*
Further exojuinatlon of the lower units leads to the 

conclusion that since the fundamental basis of the ecospooific 

concept is restricted ability to exchange genes and there need 
not be an explicit ecological or regional criterion, the sub
species in Du ïïieta's sense cannot always be equated with the 

ecospeoies* Indeed, the continuous intergradation whioh so 
frequently exists a/nong subspecies makes this unit bear a closer 

resemblance to the ecotype whioh is not separated from other 
ecotypes by the barrier of sterility* It is possible, therefore 

for a subspecies to be called quite correctly on ecotype and this 
has been done by Olausen, Keck and Hiesey (1940) in the case of
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Potentilla glandiilosa* Since "ecotypes are not always 

morphologioally distinct" (ibid p# 52) however, and subspecies 
as systemic units are, the two terms are not necessarily inter
changeable*

Some mention may be made at this point of m  attempt to 

classify agricultural orops on a geographical-ecological- 

morphological basis which is to be found notably in the ?/ork of 

some Russian autWrs and v/hloh introduces completely new terms 
suoh as proles and grppc* The limitations of knowledge of the 
language makes difficult mx accurate understanding of the concept à 
involved but a general inference may be drawn at second-hand from 
the work of Sohiomann (1946)* It would £g)pear that the proles 
is conceived to be an ecologioal-wrphologlcal-regional populatioik 
below the taxonomio rank of subspecies and may contain gooftes 
which are geogr^hically distinct groups (also spolîon of as 

groups of varieties) with distinct irorphological characters* 
Stibproles are also mentioned although it might have been thought 

that greges ivould be sufficient* The names given to various 
proles, to those belonging to Tritioum aestivum ssp* indo- 

europaeum bv Flaksberger (1955), for exajiiple, suggest a curious 
mixture of geographioalTecological criteria whilst on the other 

hand, the n&mes given by the same author to the proles of 
2* aestivum ssp* iraatioyasiaticum suggest a purely mor%)hologic&il 

basis* The barleys have been similarly classified by Orlov 
(1936) (quoted by Schiemann) and though the names of the proles 
suggest morphological criteria, they are consistently classified 
on a geographical or regional basis*
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A much more full uuderstandlug of the concepts is required 

before any criticism can be juade but it may be said now that it 

sesmsi unfortunate that a further series of terms should be 
introduood to coraplioate the classification of infra-specifio 

groups unless it is felt that the artificial conditions of crop 

plant evolution render inadvisable an application of those terms 

used hitherto for natural populations. Hev̂ irtheless, if this 
is the intention behind this classification ecotype is also 

employed though its definition is not clear* Olferrl (1 %4) 
who mentions these terns freely actwilly equates aootjipe with 

grex in several instances but in other cases qopears to consider 
it a moï'o general end wider tern than proles.

Many systematists recognise in the variety a rank lower than 
the subspecies but one with a local mthor than a regional 

application. Du Dietz defines it as a "population of one or 
several blotypes forming a more or less distinct local facies of 

a species" and also refers to it aa a "local race" and "the 
lowest unit :W the series of taxonomloal units forming more or 

less closed inter-orossing populations or syngaiieous"* If 
varietal rank were always used with suoh me«mlngs and if a 

definite ecological basis were present, there is no reason why 
the term ecotype might not be applied to the systenmtist ' s 

variety# Huxley ( 1939a), however, would prefer to see 'variety* 
abandoned altogether as a taxonomio terra on account of the many 

conflicting interpretations given to it. Taken in Du Dietz's 
sense, it woiild seem that the variety|lmplies a lesser degree of 
discontinuity than the subspecies but varietal rank has been
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conferred on the purely morphological grounds of a few character»

and if such a principle were followed to its logiosl oonoluslon,

the number of varieties would he infinite* Borne of the
difficulties involved in a purely morphological olassiflcation

that
have been emphasised by Skalinska (1947) who notes/in the case of 
"a great nuriber of characters of the leaves and flowering stem" 
of Valeriana offioinalis L, the morphological analysis of a nmbei 

of strains from nature has shown that these oharaoters are not 
regularly correlated, but, on the contrary, they appear in a 

variety of combinations* In view of this, any attempt to sub
divide this polymorphous speoies into smaller units on a 
morphologioal basis must result in a fllure* This is just what 
has been done, however, particularly belov/ the sub speoifio level 

in many speoies, and the result is not classification but greater 
confusion* Yet it is obvious that suoh hereditary character 
differences are of importance, although the degree of discjontinuity 
is small, and could provide a valuable key to the evolution of the 

species if the correct method of interpretation could be found, 
Huxley (1938, 1939b) proposed the concept of the dine end 

it would appear that this Is a possible means of evaluating 
particularly those small differences occurring at the infra- 

speoifio level, differences vhich it is as fatal to true 
understanding to ignore as to treat as valid olassifioatoiy bases 

The dine is defined very simply as a "gradation in 
measurable characters "(Huxley 1938) and pief ixes may be added to 

denote the type of dine which is involved under any given 
conditions* "Ecocline" may be used where the gradient passes
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through a Buooesoion of ooolog%oal zones or habitats whilst 
•’genooline'* is applloable where a gradient in genes e£vn be 
detected* l‘he "topooline" has been def ined by Gregor (l939) 
as "a character gradient traoing an essentially geographical 
course”* I’he dine concept then obviates the disadvantage of 

naming forms which when examined by themselves appear from the 
morphological point of view to be distinct but which in actual 

fact are only more obvious points on a gradient of change within 
a group* Huxley gives several interesting examples of size 

dines In relation to birds notably wing length and tarsus 
length in the wren, I'rododvtea trododvtea* By means of the 

dine, it has been possible to demonstrate a North-South gradual 
increase in size of these oharaoters from Iceland to Britain 

passing through the Faroes, Shetlands, and Faix* Isle* Different 
sub specie s had already been named for each area save Fair Isle 

vfhere the differences are so small that no one has felt tempted 
to accord su3)specifio rank* The recognition of the dine, 

however, shows the variation of the Fair Isle popdation in Its 
true pex’speotive and is of great biological value* By this 
method, thei'efore, here dit aury variation of whatever type, may be 
exmined in detail m d  related to similar variation in other areae 

thus enabling an idea of the pattern of differentiation in response 
to varying environmental, or other, factors to be obtained.
All individual characters do not necessarily follow the same dine 
or are influenced by the same factors and that ai application of 
the concept to Valeriana officinalis mlgïit have fruitful results 

is shown by a further quotation from Skalinska^s paper#
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"In populations exhibiting gpnio differentiation, the various 

forms may show soiws habitat preferences* If they occur at the 
limit of two different habitats, a gradual topographic separation 
of two biotypes with a different genic composition may take place, 
Presumably such a process is at work in the mixed population at 

Finchley Wood, G-los* where different external factors seem to . 
favoiir a selection in two opposite ways*”

The dine concept has been successfully applied by Booher 
(1944) On an ecological basis to leaf size in Veronica officinalie.
He found that there was an increase in size on a dine extending 
from open habitats throu^ intermediate areas into woods* In 

this case only the single character of leaf size was examined, 
but in the case of Viola Bivlniana Hehb* Valentine (1944) traced 

an ecodin© involv:lng subspecies in respect of general characters 
•Subspecies minor is common in rather exposed areas such as cliff 

tops and open heaths whilst subspecies nemorosa prefers woodland 
habitats and sheltered hedgerows* Between these two subspecies 
a forma intermedia has been distinguished and this is found to 
occupy habitats which are intermediate between the sheltered and 

the fully exposed. Furthermore, a topooline may be found running 

east and south to the Balkans where subspecies negleota W* Becker 

is found* A further exainple of the application of the dine 
concept is given in the paper on leaf variation in Asplenias 
tuberosa bv Woodson (1947) who distinguishes a genooline for 
lA and another following the same direction but not of coincident 

extent, for IB, between the subspecies, A. tuberosa interior and 
A* tuberose tuberosa* Median length and median width provide a
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"series of rather poorly defined eooclines," the leaves in the
north being in general longer tWm those in the south* The
nomenclature is in doubt here since as Woodson himself says

"envimnmentel effect can be discounted apparently because the
lines run contrary to the eoocline contours for length” and
suggests that the courses of the linos cannot "indicate other
then hybrid vigour" while the restriction of population affects

the course in the S*W* It might be better to call it a topoolin4
It has alx'eady been noted that different degrees of

discontinuity ere the bases of separation into taxonomic groups
at and below the species level* Below the subspécifie level,
the degree of discontinuity cUminisiies end the continuity is
on the whole more striking than the differences though where the

ejî hasis is placed depends largely upon the point of view of the
observer. The systematist, accustomed to classifying variation
and arranged organisms into groups on points of difference, is
inclined to concentrate upon evidence of divergence rather than
of continuity between units* Workers in the field of experiments
taxonoRy are not all agreed on this question and Turesson, perhapg; 
because
/he collected much of M s  material from extremely diverse and 
widely separated habitats, Is’ of the opinion that habitat-groups 
are sharply delimited, Gregor (1944) however, in an examination 
of data presented by Turesson (1922) on Hieraoium umbellatum 
finds undoubted support for the more widely^held opinion that 
ohai'iges take place gradually and eiiphasises that the relative 
frequencies of the three growth-habit types in the three habitat 
areas show that a definite inter gradation is actually to be found,
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If disoontinuity were the more striking and universal condition, 
the concept of the oXine would not he so readily applicable yet 
the foregoing examples of reputed oliries and many more which 
could be quoted, present reasonably valid evidence for the 
existence of a large measure of continuity in variation*

Further possible dines may be detected in the paper by 

Turesson (1926) where he observed that in specimens of Festuoa 
ovina b* collected from different parts of Sweden, those from the 
South had smaller spikelets than those from Central Sweden while 
the latter were in their turn, succeeded in the North by 
populations of plants with still larger spikelets* Here, then, 
is £xn example of a definite and continuous gradient of change 
related presumably to climatic conditions but it is a change for 
which it is difficult to give a reasoned explanation unless it 
is regarded as the phenotypic expression of linkage between the 
gene for spikelet size and genes influencing some physiological 

aspect of the plant* This is a somewhat lam© interpretation, 
however, and it might be more accurate to consider the gradient 
as a topooline* Turesson also found, however, that there was 
a gradient of increasing earliness from Bouth to North so it 
could be that spikelet size is closely linked with earliness in 

the gene complex but proof would be required* A corresponding 
variation in earliness was found between two populations from a 
mountain in bappland where the population at the foot was later 
when grown in the experin^ntal garden tiian that from a higher 
altitude though the distance between the two habitats in the 
wild was only 400 metres (1312 ft*). Unfortunately no
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measurements were given for spikelet size for these two 

populations so no comparison with the Ben Oruaohan dipoiids 
was possible* Exceptions to the gradual chenge in earliness 

do occur but they do not lessen the validity of the gradient 
since in both instances mentioned, the populations occupy very 

definite habitats; one the alpine region beyond Northern Sweden, 
the other, the "alvar” (calcareous rook) of the island of Oland 
off the S*JS. coast of Sweden*

Sinskaja (l942) criticises Turesson for the belief in 
discontinuity whioh he maintains in spite of such observations 

(1926) quoted above, and gives many examples from her own work 
and that of other Russian biologists in support of the Mine 

whioh she considers to be a very valuable auxiliary concept*
She has added further auxiliary concepts in an, endeavour to 
clarify the somewhat confused position which exists below the 
lowest taxonomic unit which she considers allowable, namely the 

subspecies, with which she identifies "large ecotypes differenti
ated not only according to their biological and physiological 

characters but morphologically as well* ” The most important 
concept is that of the "eco-eXement" which is "the first stage 
of divergence which grows wider as the phylogenstioal process 
proceeds" is further defined as " a morphological and 

biological conttitution formed within the population*" The 
emphasis is upon the entire constitution not upon individual 
attributes and tliis is made plain in her theory of spirally 
overlapping eooelements a representation of which is given below
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a-> a2
a2 a2

a2 a) a3
0? 0? a3 a3 a3

If is thought of as an ereot ©coelement as medium and 
a3 as prostrate, it will he seen that the figure© 1, 2 and 3 

represent the hehit of growth whioh incidentMly is being used 
as an "indicator" attribute, and this in the cUagrara shows a 
gradual ehange from the erect to the prostrate but Slnskaja 
rightly emphaaisea that the letter "a" signifies not the 
individual oharaoters but the eooelements in their entirety*
Thus a“̂ may be en ereot eooelement at each level but the "a" 

oonstitutions are not, therefore, identical but merely analogous. 
This may be accepted as correct even in the absence of proof which 
indeed vnuld be praotioally impossible to obtain in view of the 
difficulty of examining any population in its total entirety. 
Sinskaja does not mention the dine concept in relation to this 
type of variation but her spiral is closely parallelled by the 
internal dine.

The "isoreagent” is another auxiliary concept used by 
Sinskaja to cover ohmce deviations of no adaptive significance 
occurring under "unstable environmental conditions”. Yet at 
another point, she says that highly specialised ecotypes do not 

include ©coelements whioh can be appreciated, but m y  have one or 
two iso-reagentsé A contradiction seems to appear here since it 
does not seem reasonable to expect to find a highly specialised
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ecotype under such environmental conditions*

Having acknowledged the difficulties involved in equating 
the units of experimental taxonomy with those of orthodox 
taxonomy and indeed, the inadvlsebility of attempting to do so, 
the relationship of certain units of the two classifioations have 

been briefly revievjed and it must be clear that at least some of 
the difficulties arise from the differing interpretations which 
have been given to the various terms employed. Of the units of 
experimental tacconony, the concept of the coenospecies and that 

of the ecospeoies have been fairly generally agreed upon but the 
concept of the ecotype has been variously interpreted*

Lawrence (1945) said "it is — - worthy of en^haais that the 
concept of the ecotype must be coRipletely divorced from the 
morphological concept of spsoies, sufDspeoies or other taxonomic 
categories" but a degree of overlapping Is inevitable when, as 

has been seen, the ecotype may coincide T/ith, for example, the 
t£\xonomio subspecies. Nevertheless, it is all important that the 
concepts should remain distinct and It is, therefore, vital that 
the interpretation of the concepts should be clear and as far as 
possible, widely accepted* Since so far this remains an ideal, 
it is necessary to examine the ways in whioh the term ecotype has 

been used*
Lawrence himself through experimental methods, distinguished 

five ©cotypes within Deschamnsia oaesnitosa ssp* etenuina. He 
found that clonal suîï̂ Mes from five widely sepai*ated habitats 
from a climatic transect of California together with population 
samples from Finland, Swedish Lapplond and South Sweden, retained
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thoir peculiar characteristics when grovn together under a 
uniform enviromaent whether the altitude was 100 feet, 46OO feet 
or 10,000 feet. Furthermore, each population reached its fullest 
development at that trial ground where conditions most nearly 

approximated to the original habitat, thus establishing that each 
represented a distinct ecological population* In applying the 

term ecotype to these five populations which are morphologically 
similar but physiologically adapted to different environments, 

Lawrence has followed closely the definition first given by 
Turesson (l922) of the ecotype as "the product arising as a resul 
of the genotypical response of an ecospeoies to a particular 
habitat." Clausen, Keck and Hiesey (l940), on the other hand, 
also followed Turesson*s definition closely in delimiting 
ecotypes in Potent ill a glandulosa but the four major and two 

minor ecotypes ore all taxonomioally recognised as subspecies. 
These authors also suspect the existence of two further ecotypes 
whioh are not morphologically differentiated, within two of the 
subspecies# Kovalev (1939) seems to have interpreted 

Turesson* s definition veiy broadly in his delimitation of 
ecotypes within the cherry plum, Prunus cerasifera Ehrh# fiom a 
very wide distribution area# His ecotypes are in most eases 
named after the geographical regions in which they occur m d  
since it is not stated that they have been grown experimentally 
under uniform conditions, the evidence concerning various 

attributes such as drought resistance, earliness of flowering etc, 
must be regarded with some dubiety# In any case the main 
emphasis has been upon morphological details and each ecotype has
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also been given specific or sub specific rank v/hioh makes it 
appear that the author has taken for granted that the populations 

must be ecotypes since they are morphologically differentiated 
and grow under different environmental conditions. If tMs is, 
indeed, the basis of classification as an ecotype, such an inexact 
application of the term must be deplored.

The ecotypes in Desohamosia caesoitosa ssp, ĝ enuina and those 
in Pptentilla glandulosa have this in comnon that they are 

separated from each other by a spatial interval even though as in 
the latter case, there is intergradation between them. OXausen 

et al. also note, however, that "each of the regional ecotypes 

contains a complex of bio types" and give the example of 
P* #lendulosa ssp. reflexa from Tuolumne Canyon. This is the 
foothill ecotype but it extends to relatively high levels in this 
particular canyon and when plants from these higher levels are 
grov/n under uniform conditions with plants from lower levels of 
the SÊïïne canyon, they show a more dwai'f habit of growth thouj^ 

there is no difference in earliness. The authors thus recognise 
ecotypio differentiation v/ithin the ecotype though they do not 

attempt to examine it in detail. As has already been noted, 
Sinskaja goes further in introducing the oonoept of the eooelement 

but the oonoept of an internal Mine related to a particular 
environmental factor would seem to be the most universally 

applicable and most generally infonmtive when dealing with such 
variation. Gregor (l944) comes to the conclusion that as the 

ecotype as recorded by Clausen et al*, tmd many other v/riters# 
really denotes "those populations which occupy a particular range
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of ecotypio variation on an eoocline” it ought preferably to be 
called an ©coolinel subspecies and suggested that eooolinal 
ecotype "should be regarded as a subjective oategory of a 
subsidiary end oou^lementary scheme of classification designed 
to record the general trends of ecotypio differentiation# "
This proposal would restrict the application of "ecotype" to 
ranges of character variation mà would make it a more preoise 
term, more finely adjusted to Turesson*© original definition. 
There is much to be said for such an interpretation, the only 
objection perhaps being found in the use of "subspecies" even 
though prefixed by "eooolinal" since this tena is so well known 
though variously interpreted, taxonomicslly* Huxley (194-2, 
p. 406) however, suggested that while sub specie a have usually 
been defined with a geographical basis, there is no reason why 
other bases should not be employed as long as the particular 

basis is made clear by, for exaïïïplc, prefixing G for geographlcalj 
E for ecological and so on. The value of this interpretation 
of the term ecotype is obvious in the case of Plmtagto maritima 
where Gregor (1938) delimited three ©cotypes, decumbens, 

ascendena end ©recta, within what appeared to be a population 
containing a confused number of verlate biotypes. Arranging 
the colonies on an edaphio basis grading fromi v/aterMoggad mud 
to relatively fertile coastal meadô /a, Gregor pointed out that 

each ecotype is represented in each edaphio habitat but 
represented in different proportions, decumbena beoomlng loss 

frequent, ©recta more frequent as the gradient passes to
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edaphioally better conditions. It 1© Inter©st3xig to note the 

similarity of these ideas to those later put forward by Sinskaja 
(1942) and it seems most probable that she would hold that these 
eooolinal ecotypes are analagous with her concept of the 

eooelement. It seems unnecessary, however, to coin a new term 

when the familial̂  ecotype may be used*
Sinskaja emphasis the need for examining whole "morphological 

and biological constitutions" but while tliis is certainly the 
ideal, it is impossible of fulfilment not only on account of lack 

of adequate knowledge, a stuml)ling block Wiioh may in time be 
overcome, but on account of the length of time involved tmd, 

therefore, the changes whioh may taîce place in the constitutions 
before an investigation could be completed. It is, hov/ever, 

true to say that some factors are of more importance than others, 
some aspects of the life of the organism have ajgroater effect upon 

its survival or evolution. Therefore, after careful consideration 
certain attributes may be found to be particularly valuable as 

indicators of the whole constitution* It is, nevertheless, 
useless to examine individual indicator attribute© or variation 

in general except in relation to the primary factors which 
initiate the differentiation. Gregor (l93S) for instance^ 

realised that habit of grovrfch was on important indicator attribute 
of t;he sea plantain© from thejodaphio point of view MtWugh if 

considered by itself this character ooMcl not inddoate anything 
but the jijresenco of variâtes in a population* Regarded In 

conjunction with the edaphio oonditions, the true significance 
becomes apparent end the value of growth habit as an indicator of
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conetltutionaX aîiaiige l,ïi relation to environment may bo appreciated 
With reforonoo to the distribution of variation in the fescue 

populations (P# ovina and F» vivipara) of the Ben Oruachan area, 
it would seem likely that the most satisfactory inteẑ pro t at ion 

may bO obtained by an examination of the material in the light of 
these oonolusions*. It is obvious that no ecoolinal subspecies 

can be d©15jsited but a pattern of differentiation o&\n be traced. 
Omitting for the present the polyploid population of the sea-level 

eu'aa, it is possible to state that the fescue population Of Ben 
Omaohaîi oim be little affected by edaphio oonditions sinoo they 

are coirparatlvaly mvlform throû îout# Geographioal isolation 
in the usuM sense is non-existent and the small degree of 

spatial isolation is largely due to the pty to social envirormient# 
There la, however, a definite change in climatic conditions 

with .increase in altitude emd since the statistical results prove 
that differences in certain attributes are correlated v/ith 

altitude, it must be obvious that the climatic factor exeits a 

povicrful selective influence* Of the various characters whioh 

have shov/n a definite gradient of change correlated vdth 
increasing height, the most easily observed at all times of the 

year is the habit of growth. The total height of the tallest 

flowering stem does not prove to be such a useful indicator 
as it is difficult to estimate on account of the general laxness 
of the -plsMs. If, then, habit of grov/t;h is taken as en 
indicator attribute, it is possible to define throe ecological 
ecotypes, decunbeas. aBcendens and ereota on a olimatio eoocline. 

The unit populations at the lower levels are almost entirely
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fojined from ereota whilst those at m d  near the simimlt GOnslôt 

almost exoluslvely of deoumbens and the intermediate stations 

show a gradual change in the frecjuenoy of the occurrence of both. 
It ought, perhaps, to be emphasised here that the term ecotype 

can only be applied to a population not to an individual and, 
therefore, there can be no confusion between the ©cotype 

deouHibena for example, and v̂heit might be called "forma prostrate" 
by the orthodox taxonomist. As with the habit of growth and 

plant size, the lamna length and fertility of the populations 
decrease with Mtltude whilst leaf breadth and earliness increase 

BO that eooollnes related to the climatic conditions may also be 
defined in respect of these attributes.

These gradual changes correlated to increase of altitude 
are distinct only from about 1,400 feet. At the lov/er levels 

an impression rather of a random distribution of variation is 
obtained and in the discussion of the results this was attributed 

to the phytosooiM environment. Thus the populations are not 
continuous although the spatial distance would not appear to be 
sufficient to prevent oross-pollination. Bateman (l947), 
however, has shown that contamination in Maize falls shtrpSy 

Vfithin the first ten to twenty feet end that at a distance of 
sixty feet, it has been reduced to 1/ . Experiments by Jensen 

and BjzCgh (1941) with various crops (quoted by Bateman) have given 
very similar graphical curves for ryegrass and cocksfoot although 
the distances involved are increased owing to the greater  ̂
buoyancy of the pollen. Nevertheless, "there is an appearance of 

a Minimal value beyond 300-600 m# of about one-twentieth the
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concentration (of pollen) at the source." Further, Gregor (1946) 
found that "in the vdnd-pollinated sea-plantain a spatial 
separation well v/ithin the dispersal limit of pollen is 

apparently sufficient to afford a degree of isolation which will 
allow communities to assume a genetic individuality of their own 
If, then, a oompai’atively short distance can reduce oross- 
pollination to such an extent, the fescue populations have 

probably acquired part of their individuality through the process 
of genetic drift (Wri^t, 1940) since they are small in size. 

Spencer (1947) was able to present an excellent illustration of 
the random variation within small populations from his Investi

gations into the genetic constitutions of "village"poprLlations 
of Drosophila immigrons. He found that in these small colonie© 

of flies overwintering in favourable oonditions and isolated from 
all other colonies, a mutant gene of no selective advantage could 

attain a high frequency in the following breeding season and, 
provided it was not actually harmful, could persist presumably 
for years. Different "village" colonies showed a preyalenoe 
of differing mutations according to the reservoir of potential 

variability in the flies which chnnced to survive the severe 
winter# With plants, once a colony has become isolated, there 
is less possibilty of new additions to the reservoir of change 
and, therefore, even more likelihood of marked differences 

between colonies. Fisher and Ford (1947) have, however, 
emphasised the inadvisability of attaching undue significance
to the evolutionary importance of chance mutations in small

to
isolated communities. They have come/the conclusion as a
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result of experiment© with the moth Penaxla dominula L#, that 

"the observed fluctuations in gene-ratio are much greater than 
could he ascribed to random survivM only" amd postulate that 

natural selection which varies from time to time in direction 
and intensity, is a vital factor whatever the size of the 
population so that while the Bewail Wright effect is unquestioned, 
its ultimate importance from the point of view of evolution may 
not be as great as some authors have been inclined to believe.

The selective action of the environment may be traced in 

spite of the irregular nature of the distribution of V£iriation 
in the fescue population at the lower levels since there is a 
tendency, somewhat ill-defined it must be admitted, for at least 
some of the character ecoolines to be reflected there also. It 
does not seem unreason^le to suggest that the effect of the 

spatial isolation oaused by the phytosooiM environment is 
greater at the lower levels than the influence of the olimatio 

factor but that the latter is also effective.

IX. OONGLUSÏON.

Professor Huxley has said (1942, p.38), "the description of 
internal ollnes when such exist within subspecies or monotypio 
species will serve as a useful corrective to the false sense of 
regional uniformity conferred by a binomial or trinomial name." 
This is abundantly clear in the case of the Ben Oruaohfan fescue 

populations which the data have proved to be the reverse of 
uniform. It v/ould neither be helpful nor yet in aooordance 
with the faots to name the mountain population of Festuoa ovina 
for exsATple, F* ovina vsr. montana nor would on improvement be
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üffooted by g, oyinci and F* vlŷ para. a© jmuntain

oootypos. Suoh troatmnt doo® not go far enough b;uioo it only 
servo© to throw into relief the faot that the population© are 
capable of survival mdor mom'itain envis’omontal oondltionu.
Movo information would bo Mvon by a del Wit at ion of low-lovol.

m d  oootypea sinoo at least oootypio

tmid would b© auggeeted within the ©real population but suoh a 
dolimitation would also suggest definite boundaries whioh do not 
in faot exist* Now of these treairnonts of the foooue 
pĉ imiations give any indication of the nature of the adaptation 

which may bo observed nor la it possible to deduce thorefrom the 
probable relationship with populations ocoupylng other types of 

htîbltat* tn short it is both Untile and inaooumte to give any 
population emtypic status without reforojfioe to the characteristics 

of at least one other population on the same zoological gradient.
A further objection to designating the areal population a 

wmitain ecotype or, for that mittcr, dividing It into low-level. 
m;kVle,;ye,̂,. and hlch^lovcl ecotypes, temm that infer cllwmtic 
Influence, is that while it is quite plain from the mmiwommt 
data that the distribution of rmoh of the variation is closely 

related to olltmte, internal trends would not only be largely 
ignored but this olasBif ication would also preclude the recogiitlo'n 

of V4.iriation relating to any other cnvii'onmmtal kifluenoe or else 
the population would require to be named again in respect of, for 

oxaM^lc, its biotic roletionships* The first alternative is 
partial and unsatisfaotojiy while tJ'io second Is both unorthodox 

mid plainly bbourd#
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The total eootypic variation within a population will never 

he found to be related to a single environmental influence though 
one factor In the environment m y  well have a predominating effeo|, 
as olimate has in the case of the Ben Oruaohsn fescues# The most 

satisfactory method of recording the variation, therefore, seems 

to be the application of the idea of a character gradient in its 
relation to the environmental factor which influences the character 
in question* In the present jiiaterial, the definition of a 
olimatio eoocline in respect of habit of growth not only 

aolmowledges the existence of an internal trend of variation but 
points to the related agent in the environment and also indicates 

the most obvious evidence of heredtazy adî ptation* The choice of 
on indicator attribute is not an easy matter especially where a 

number of characters are related to the some environmental factor, 
but hW)it of growth is readily recognised m d  the variation can 

be appreciated even without recourse to measurement althou^ in 
the present case, eye observations were confirmed by more exact 

methods#
It may be objected that in defining dines in terms of a 

single character, the total population individuality is in danger 
of being obscured :ln what might beoome an unv/ieldy mass of 

infomation* To a certain extent this is true but the advantage 
of this method are shown in the hi^er degree of accuracy whioh 

it provides and the greater possibilities it affords for under
standing the relationship between population and environment*

The total ooîïibination of population characteristics cannot at 
present be known so that the total which can be ascertained would

1
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still be less then the whole biological and morphological 
constitution demanded in theoxy, but not actually used, by 
Binskaja* Even if it were possible, however, It would remain 
better to use indicator oharaoters since Ml attributes are not 

influenced eqmlly by any one environmental factor and character 
gradients do not necessarily follow parallel courses and, indeed, 
may even cross each other at right angles* Therefore, any 
attempt to record variation in terms of the total distinguishing 

attributes of climatically differentiated populations, as for 
instance, in the fescues, would result in confusion and would 
obscure even the primary response to climate* Since trends of 
variation in one character but related to different environmental 

gradients may cross each other, the population at the point of 
intersection will contribute data to both ecoolines* This does 

not mean, however, that the population is named more than once 
but only that the coiRplex pattern of the distribution of variation 
has been adequately analysed and understood in its relationship 

to the environment*
It may be said that to split up the eoocline into eooolinal 

ecotypes is inadvisable since the giving of a definite name tends 
to suggest more discontinuity than in fact exists; but it must 
be emphasised that an ecoolinal ecotype ereota. for example. Is 
defined with regard to the relatively high frequency of ereot 

types in the population* In the case of an edaphio eoocline, the 
arrangement may be scattered according to the irregular occurrence 

of the soil conditions and while this does not prevent the 
definition of an eoocline, it renders the division of it into
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ecotypes for reference purposes desirable* A climatic eoocline 

is naturally more regular, at least where the change in climate 
is gradual, but the advantage of defining ecotypes is not thereby 

lessened since reference to comparable populations on similar 
gradients is facilitated*

The details of the vwiation within populations on similar 
gradients are not necessarily identical, and indeed, an exact 

duplicate of any eoocline is unlikely if only because the genetic 
constitution of distantly separated populations may veiy probably 
be initially different# Again, the other environmental factors 
will scarcely bear the same relationship to each other and to 
climate in every case* The data obtained from the Ben Oruaohan 
fescues show tlrk even two slopes of the ‘Btmo mountain do not 

provide exactly identical populations at the saroe altitude althoq^ 
the general trend of variation follows the same pattern* These 
differences must almost inevitably be increased by greater 

geographical separation so that the necessity for Mentioning the 

location of eooollnes is made obvious if comparisons are to be 
made.

The regularity of the distribution of variation will be 
effected by the size and degree of Isolation of the populations 

for random changes in gene frequenqy will tend to confuse the 
general picture where populations are small and more or less 

isolated. A further cause of irregularity is to be found in 
the fact that the selective pressure of, for example, the 
climatic conditions is unlikely to remain constant throughout the 

gradient* The detail of the distribution of variation will be
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affected but still the general trend will remain the same.

In conclusion it must be einphasised once more that there is 

no question of attempting to supersede the existing classifloatioii 
of orthodox taxonony nor yet of incorporating therein the data frai 
experiment investigations* The genecologiosl data can be used, 
however, to form m  independent classification capable of providing 
a true picture of the variation, its distribution and relationship 
with the environment, partioMarly at the infra-specific level*

Such a classification, subsidiary though it ïoay be for general 
purposes, enables more precise comparisons to be made between 

popMations under maXagous conditions and also makes a consider^ 
contribution to the ultimate understanding of evolutionary processes. 
Descriptive ecology it is true is content to employ the taxonomic 
species as its unit of comparison and for general survey work this 
method has proved its usefulness* The ecologist, however, is 
not as a rule, concerned with the details of the structure of 

specific tolerance to environment and it is precisely at this 
point that the genecologioal approach opens up a new and interest^ 
field of study. This, too, is a subject not only of great 
academic loïportance but one which is capable of supplying data of 
economic value particularly where plants of agricultural use are 
under consideration.
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X* smmEY
1. The investigation of the ohromoBome nwibers of the fesoue 

populations on Ben Oruaohan shows that there are several 
distinot ohromosome races. The setaoaous-leaved sexual 

fescues are aliMost entirely diploid hut a tetraploid also 
Qoours; the hroad-leaved sexual fescues include hexaplold 
and octoploid races as well as some heptaploidsâ the vivi- 
.parous fescues are without exception tetraploid*

2* The viviparous fosoues m y  he found throughout the area 

and oocur al.1 aJ.ong each of the three gradients* In the 
s©taceous**lca.ved sexiaal fescue the tetraploid occurs at sea- 
level hut the diploid race extends as high as 2,600 feet on 
Ben Oruaohsn* The hexaplold race of broad-leaved sexual 

fèsbuèd has a range coincident with that of the sexual diploid 
although its ooourrenco on the Mil is rather spoî adio and 

the plants are rather difficult to identify. The octoploid 
and hoptapXoid races of the broad-leaved sexual fescues occur 

only at seai-level.
3* Ohromosoma counts of setaceous-leaved sexual fesoues from 

various parts of Scotland, the Scottish islands, England and 
Wales indicate that the tv.̂ cliromosome races have a definite 
pattern of geographical distribution* The diploids occur in 
the North and islands whilst totraploids are found in the 
South of Scotland, England and Wales but further investi

gations are necessary before any definite conclusions con be 

drawn*
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4# The setaceous-leaved sexual fescues have been found to be
oaptilîXe of free interbreeding but are sexually distinot from 

the broad-leaved sexual fescues.

5* The hereditary variation which is present in each

population mokes it difficult to fit the plants into taxonomio 
groups but for reference purposes tlie setaceous-leaved sexual 
fescues ore called Festuoa ovina. the b%oad-leaved sexual 
fescues, Festuoa riil̂ ra. end the viviparous fescues, Fqstuoa

6. A kqy* for the identifioenton of British viviparous fescues
adapted by Wilmott from that proposed by Turesson is given in 
full and its application to the viviparous fescues from Ben 
Oruaohan discussed*

7* The distribution of hereditaiy vtu’iatiôu in P# ovipa.
F. rubra, end F* yi.vinai;a on the three gradients is dis cussed 
in the light of the statistical results obtained from the 

measurement data and en attempt, is made to deduce reasonablê  
explanations through correlation with environmental condition».

8. The problem of the origin of heredit ary variation in the
viviparous fescues is discussed* xmntion is made of the 
occurrence of partial end complete sexual flowers on hunger 
inflorescences late in the season m d  also of the production 

of completely sexual plmxts from the bulbils of a viviparous 

plant.
9. The taxonomic units of species, subspecies and variety Eire

discussed with special reference to the possibility and 
advisability of equating them with the units of experimental 

taxonomy.
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10. Til© numerous diffi0ultie© Involved In talcing into

aooouTit the hereditary variation In popnlations oaii only Tba 

adequately resolved by applying the oonoept of the oluMcaoter 
gradient with reference to the related environmentKl Influence,

11 * The araM oootype in a useful but lijikited oonoept since
the inforiMation whioh it supplies is little more then that 
the popMatlon in question is tolerant of the ecological 
conditions* The acoaXlna, however^ takes into consideration 

the trends of hereditary variation which occur along m  
environmental gradient, m à ecoJxqga be defined
for reference purposes* It is understtmdable that where a 
nmhei" of areal populations are investigated they may be 

fomid to occur on. an onviromnenta'l gradient and they may in 
thsit oase be called ©oooli.nal subspe.oles* Guoh, a 

olasBifioatlon pertrlta of further definition within each 
ecoolinal mibepocics of intô -nal trend© of variation*

12. The tilotrlbutioii of the herodltazy variation within the 
fescue populations (?. ovina and F* viylçat̂ a) of Ben Gruabhm 

in reapeou of habit of growth may be defined as following a 
climatlo gradient. In this case, three ecoolinal ecotypes 
have been najined for reference purposes, erccta. aaconclens. 
and d̂ omrbenBé The climatic eoocline in respect of habit of 

growth is quite plain in spite of some irregularity at the 
lower levels, an irregMm'lty whioh in part, at any rate, is 
probably due to the small size and comparative isolEvtion of 
the %}opul6itlons* ■ Olimatio ecoolines in respeot of several 

other attributes may also be traced.
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13* The olu’OîïîDSorne raoes within F. rubra whioh occur at sea*

level nuiy he found to have distinot habitat preferences but 

no definite statement can be made until further research whioh 
is now being carried out, has been completed.

14. A review of the situation mEdces it clear that the units 
of orthodox taxonomy and those of experimental taxonomy must 
remain distinct. The classification of orthodox taxonomy 
has proved its usefulness and will continue to do so but the 

knowledge gained throu^ the genecologioal approach will 
supplement it in a *wst valuable manner#

15* The study of trends of variation Is not only of vary
great aoademio interest but it can also provide in%)Ortant 

data whioh are vital for the work of the plant breeder and 
for the economic success of agricultural crops.
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CALCULATIONS 1.

CASK I

Treat
ments

Totals

X11

X21

X31

X41

X51

X71

*11 X

+*21 +x

+*31
+*41 +

+*51 +

+*61
+*71 -X

“Xx «X

X12

X22

X32

%42

X52

X62

^ 2

•12
•22

■72
•2

Let us consider a 7 x 5 area 
BLOCKS . TOTALS

X13

^23

X33

X43

X53

% 3

X73

*13
+X23

^^73
aX,

X14

X24

X34

X44

X54

%64

X74

*14
+x
+
+
+
+ 
+x 
«X.

24

74

X15

X25

X 35

X43

X55

*65

Xf75

*15
*2 5
+
+
+
+
+X7J
aX,-

*11+*12+*13+*14+*15 
a ÏT

*21''"*22+*2 3+*24+*2 5
a Y2

X31+;, +x35
Ï-

*41+' +x45

^^1^".....#•••*
« Ycr

^61+-..... .....+X65
= ^6 .

+x75
« Yr

^11***X12+^13+^14+^15
+...... to 35 terms

a Grand Total 
a X

We shall assume that there is ONK plant in each plot.



2 .

1. Sum of squares
a) Blocks

Vy (Xj^+Xg^+X^^+X^^+XjS) _ x2

b) Treatments
35

c) Total
l̂l̂ '*'̂ 12 *̂’*̂ 13 î*  ....  to 35 terms - ^

35

Let B denote Block
T " Treatment

BT " Interaction of Block and Treatment# The
interaction BT sum of squares is obtained by subtracting
(a) + (b) from (c)#
Analysis ̂ f .Variance ,

(1)Variation 
due to

(2) 
Degrees of 
freedom

n rSum of 
Squares

CÏ5Variances Tf)Ratio of 
Variance

B

T M=vr.r 

BT tt.d-

Total J!

4 '

6 3

24 - 

34

(a)

(b)

(c)- (a)t(b)

( c )

i|I=(A)

(oirJai±X41
24

(G)

Apply F"test to ratio in column (5)

CASE II.
One or more plots may have no record Apply Missing 

Plot Technique to above 7 ^ 5  experiment in which v/e shall 
assume that X4], x^^ say are missing#

Denote missing values by b, c.
We then have the following table:-



Totals *

Totals

*11 *12 *13 *14 *15 *11+*12+*13+*14+*15
^21 ^22 ^23 *24 a *21+*22+*23+*24+ ^
*31 *32 =̂ 33 *34 *35 X31+X32+X33+X34+X35

*41 *42 b *44 *45 *41+*42+^+*44+*45
*51 *52 X53 *54 *55 *5i+*52+*53+*54+*55
*61 *62 c *64 *65 *6i+*62+°+*64+*65
*71 *72 *73 *74 *75 ^71'’*̂ 72‘̂ 7̂ 3+X74+X7 5'

Grand Total

*11 *12 *13 *14 *15 *11+*12+*13+*14+*15
+*21 +*22 +*23 +24 +a +*21+ ........ '+*24+^
+*31 +X32 +*33 *34 +*35 +*3i L ......... +*35
+*41 +*42 fb +*44 +*45 +X41+*42+̂ +̂*44+*45
+=̂ 51 +*52 +*53 +*54 +*55 +*51+....... +*55
+*61 +*62 +c +*64 +*65 +*6i+*62+°+*64+*65
4" Xy "1̂
&

+X72 +*73 +*74 +*75 +*71+....... +*75

Sums of Squares excludiULT terms not necessary to finding 
of values for a, b, c,

a) Blocks
^ *fxj2’*‘ G +^73)^ +(x^ç*ha*BX'^j+x^j+xjj+x^j4'X^j)^

%35 ^11+3ci2+x i 3+x i4+x i 5
+:^21+%2+:^2 3+%24"^ ^
+X3i-fX32+X33tX34+x35 
f 2C4i*BX42+b+X44+X4 j
+xjq+xj2+^53'*’̂ 54’*“̂ 55 
+2C6i+^62+«+^64+^65 '



b) Treatments

^  (*21+*22+*23+*24.+^)^+(*41+*42+^+*44+*45)^+(*6l+*6S+°+*64+*65)^

^ 5̂ *  35 terms as shown in (a) above)^
c) '̂ 'otal

a^4*b^-fc^"^/^j(xqq+xq2+* • ■ • to 35 terms as shown in (a) above 

that of Squares by subtracting (a)+(b) from (c)

'"̂ +’̂ ^+o^-^35(*ll+xi2+ .... to 35 terms)2
-4 (*i3+*23+*33+'"+*53+°+*73̂ (x̂ +̂a+x̂ j+x̂ +̂x5+*75>̂
t^5(x2]^+%22t   to 35 terms)̂

-Vj (x2i+X22+3C23+3C24+a)^+(X4i+X4.2+b+X44*fX45)2.î.(x6l+xé2+c+x64+xô5)^ 
4^^(x%l4x%2+ to 35 terms
« a^4b^+c^-^ (x%3+%23+X33+b+xg3+c+xy3)̂ +(x]̂ +̂a4X3̂ +X4̂ fx̂ +̂:̂ gfxŷ  ̂

“%  (X21+X22+X2 3+X24+a)2+(x43+X42+b+X44+X45)(x6l+X62+c+x64+x6X 
+ /^j(xii+xj_2+    to 35 terma)^

îlalcG the Residual Sum of Squares a minimum by differentiating 
with respect to a, A, S.- This gives three equations which can besolved for a, b, c.
The equations are~"as follows:- 
Differentiate with respect to ^
Then a + ^11+^12+^13+'^14+^15 

■*'̂ "21̂ 3̂ 22+̂ 2 3**'̂"24 
+3(3i+x32+^33+^34+^35
+X41+X42+X43+X44+X45
+^51+^52+^53+^54+3̂ 55
+%l+%2+%4+%65
+Xy Xy 2 +Xy 2 +Xy 4'4' Xy
+a 4 b + c

Continued over page



5.

-  ^  ( *x 5  + ® + *3 5  + *4 5  + *5 5  + *6 5  + *75>

- V  (*2 1 + *22 + *2 3 + *24 + °
Differentiate with respect to
b + Vj Same as in above equation (x +x +x +b+x +c+x,

*41 + *42 + *43 + X44 + b)
13 23 33 53 73)
0

■ ^5 (
Differentiate v/lth respect to £
c 4" ^35 Same as in above equation (x^^4-Xg3+3(^^4-b4-x^^+c4"Xŷ ] 
- ^(*61 + *62 + *64 + *65 + 0

Having found £, b, £ Insert in t̂ ible and proceed as 
in case I with the following degrees of freedom

Degrees of freedom Sum of *=»quares

B 4
T 6

BT 21
Total 31

Note:- There are 32 squares or plots in 
the original data, and thus the 
total nuraber of freedoms is
32-1 » 31.
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Kxaitiples- Diploid June 1945
Leaf Length Mean Values one for each square

BLOCKS

Treat
ments

A B C D F TOTALS

30 100.75 147.75 129.25 148.75 135.67 a a+662.17

37 113.67 112.00 120.25 b 126.50 147.00 b
+619.42

5 155.00 119.75 145.00 136.50 175.75 119.75 851.75

6 102.50 93.50 115.75 124.75 132.00 116.00 684.50

7 133.75 119.75 111.00 92.50 104.75 136.00 697.75

?-7 238.00 0 165.00 150.00 194.25 156.00 c
+903.25

40 188.50 124.00 d 160.00 167.00 147.00 d
+786.50

14 160.50 133.33 122.25 135.25 190.50 123.50 865.33

25 129.25 99.25 141.25 120.50 112.75 139.75 742.75

24 127.00 118.75 121.00 114.75 116.25 119.25 717.00

23 120.00 102.50 105.00 111.00 130.25 115.25 684.00

22 90.75 87.00 108.75 83.75 110.25 76.00 556.50

TOTALS 1659.67 1257.58+ c 1384.50+ d 1377.75+ b 1695.92 1395.50
+ a

8770.924* a + h 
+ c + a 
= Grand 

Total
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Residual Sum of Squares (neglecting unnecessary numerical terms)
= a +  b + c + d + ^^2(8770.92 + a + b + c + d)^
- Vx2 <1395.50 + a)^+(1377.75 + b)2+(i257.58 + c)^+(1384.50 + d)^
- V 5  (662.17 + a)2+(6l9.42 + b)^+(903.25 + c)2+(786.50 + d)^
Differentiate with respect to s,.
Then ..  ̂ _

a ■+ 142(8770.92+a+b+c+d) - 1/12(1395.50+a) - 1/6(662.17+a)=0
i.e.

a + 0,013889b + 0.013889c + 0.013889d + I21.818 
+ 0.013889a - 116.292
- 0.083333a - 110.362
- 0.016667a = 0

i.e.
0.763889a + 0.013889b + 0.013889c + 0.013889d = 104.836 ...(1)

Similarly 0.013889a + 0.763889b + 0.013889c + 0.013889d = 96.231 ...(2)
0.013899a + 0.013889b + 0.7638890 + 0.013889d = 133.542 ...(3)
0.013889a + 0.013889b + 0.013889c + 0.763889d = 124.640 ...(4)

Let b, Ç and d have values 8770.92 ^ 129.0 approx.
Then equation (1) gives

.763889a + 5.375 = 104.836
1 # G # 3. “ 13^*2 

In equation (2) let a = I30.2, b = c = I29.O 
Then -I -, ..

0.763889b + •7y2(l30.2)+42©29.0)+l/;72(129.0) = 96.23I 
96.231 /

Hence b = - I.808 /  0.763889 = II8.9
- 3.583/

In equation (3) let a = I30.2, b => II8.9, d = I29.O 
Then 0.7638890 130.2) +^2(118.9) + ^ g (129.0) = 133.542

i.e. 0 = 167.9



8 .

124.640 - 1.808 - 1.651 - a.332 = 1^5.6
Equation (4) gives

124.640 - l.E
0.763889

How start again with equation (1)
where h = 118,9} c = 167.9} d = 155.6

Than a = 104.836 - I.651 - 2.332 - 2.161 , 129.20
0.763889

In equation (2) let a - 129.20, c « 167.9, d = 155.6
Then u 96.231 - 2.332 - 2.161 - 1.794 =117.74

In equation (3) let a = 129.20, b = 117.74, d = 155.6
Then c = 167.50
Then d = 155.63
Thus a = 129.2

b = 117.7 0 = 167.5 
d = 155.6

The original table has now been completed with BLOCK 
tables and ÏREATREHÏ totals as follows

BLOCKS TREATMENTS
A 1659.6? 791.37
B 1425,08 737.12
G 1540.10 851.75
D 1495.45 684.50
E 1695.92 697.75
P 1524.70 1070.75

9340.92 = Grand Total 942.10
865.33
742.75
717.00
684.00

9340.92



Sum of Squares
a) Blocks ^

(1659.67) + ......+ (1524.70,) - 19340^ % )

= 4,431.02
b) Treatments (791»37) + to 12 terms -

c) Total
= 34,209.85

(100.75)+(147.75)+<129.25)+(148.75)+(135.67)+(129,2)
+  to 72 terms - ii312jtSEi = 55j628.l872

Table Analysis of Variance 
See Case II.

Variation 
_clu e-to.. d.of f . Sumq of Squares Variance

Variance
-.Ratios-...

B 5 (a) ( A )

T 11 (tr) (B)

BT 51 (c)- f(a)‘h(b)} ■CfiL:..iaI±lbl -(C)

Total 67 (0)

Variation 
due to d.of f. Variance

Ratio o f 
Variances

B 5 4,431.02 806.2 - (a) { c }  “
**2.66

T 11 34,209.8$ 3109.1 ~ (B) * ̂  
9.33

BT 51 16,987.31 333.08-̂ (0

Total 67 55,628.18

tg * S’iÇNtPIOflWT AT
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Case III* In this case each plot has 4 plants.

As for example (using a similar notation 
to Case I).

BLOCKS TOTAI.S

xiiï:

+X11I11.

xisf;
+ % 2 i n .

- .J

3£X1+>:12“̂xx3+xi4+xx5 1% Y%

T ¥ X2I’+ xsf III. Ill 
+̂ •21 + =̂ 21

? 2 1....

r TT 
3<22 +3522

“ ^22
>^?I+3C22+X23+X24+X25 « Ï2

x11
+%2l
+X41
-fxél a X4 
+X71 1 .

Grand Total
« +%2+X3+%4+X3
= Yi 4Y2'*̂ :3'*̂ 4'*̂ 5+̂ 6'<̂ 7

SuniB of Squares
a) Blocks -* similar to Ô se  ̂ g 9 o

via. l/28(x'j )-(
140

b) Treatments « similar to Case I, p «
vis. l/20(Yvj +Y2 > .•..+Y7 ) - (%i +xp +X4 +xg)"

" 140



11.

%
o) Calculate

X 1 1 + X 1 2 + X 1 3 + X 1 4 . + X 1 J  

;+X2i+X22+X23+X24+X2^^
+X33^+X32+X33+X3^+X3j
<,+X4j_+x 42+x ^3+x^^+x ^ j

+x 5i+x ^2+^53-^^54+^55 
-'•-6i+''''62+^63+^64+'^65
+ X y ^ + X y2 3 ‘*■̂ 4̂ g

This is equal to the sum of (a) and (b) and first order 
interaction BT, Hence to find sum of sc^uares for BT subtract 
(a) f (b) from above sum (c) Total sura of squares

.11^. III? III?rî 'ii "**̂ 11 +%ïr+xf'~+
[i.e. to 140 terms

*. to (7x$x4) terms 

Analysis of Varimice

- ( X q+Xg +X 3 +X^ +X ) ' 
140'

%mriaiioa_duQ to d.of f. Sums of squares
B 4 (a)

T 6 (b) & c

BÏ 24 see above

Residual 10$

Total 139

Use F-test to test. BT is tested against Residual, B and 
T are tested against BT unless Residual variance is greater than
BT variance.

IRe number of plants in each plot are not equal; they 
may vary from Û to 4,

continued/
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nents.

First Method
Adjust number of plants in each square so that they 

are proportional* The main effects B, T and the first 
order interaction are calculated from the adjusted data, 
the residual being calculated from the original data* 
ThG_ndjuated nurgbera must not differ significantly from the, origina 1 numbers.
Example

VJe shall first test whether the adjusted numbers are 
likely to differ significantly from the original numbers.

liQaf Length (diploid)June 194$.
Number of plants in each plot with adjusted numbers in

- . T' ...,1 - .... VD .
BLOCKS

ïotalA B 0 1) K T ----

30 4(3.48) 4(3.17) 4(3.48) 4(3.09) 3(3.32) 0(2.45) 19

37 3(3.30) 3(3.00) 4(3.30) 0(2.92) 4(3.15) 4(2.33) 18

5 4(4.40) 4(4.00) 4(4.40) 4(3.90) 4(4.20) 4(3,10) 24
6 4(3.85) 4(3.50) 4(3.85) 4(3.41) 4(3.68) 1(2.71) 21

7 4(4.03) 4(3.67) 4(4.03) 4(3.58) 4(3.85) 2(2.84) 22

27 1(2.57) 0(2.33) 4(2.57) 2(2.28) 4(2.45) 3(1.81) 14
40 4(1.47) 1(1.33) 0(1.47) 1(1.40) 1(1.40) 1(1.03) 8

14 4(3.67) 4(3.33) 3(3.67) 4(3.25) 2(3.50) 2(2.58) 20
25 4(4.40) 4(4.00) 4(4.40) 4(3.90) 4(4,20) 4(3.10) 24
24 4(4.40) 4(4.00) 4(4.40) 4(3.90) . 4(4.20) 4(3.10) 24
23 4(4.40) 4(4.00) 4(4.40) 4(3.90) 4(4.20) 4(3.10) 24
'Ibtals 44 40 44 39 42 31 240

In this example it will be noted that four plots 
contain no plants.
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The adjusted, numbers for treatment 30 are as follows!

240 ^ '’■'’■5 240 2W  ^ 39; 2 ^  X 42; ^  x 31 ,
The sum of the terms (observed -» calculated)^

calculated
one for each square givesy\^
It is found that/)^ » 23.81 for $$^ degrees of freedom

This is not significant
‘̂55 ($ X 11) entries can be made arbitrarily assuming the 
total figures for each row and column remain unaltered.

It can therefore be safely assumed that in all the 
other experiments the adjusted numbers will not differ 
significantly from the original numbers, since the example 
chosen was one in which greatest variation appeared.

te first consider the case where the number of plants 
in each square vary from 1 to 4*
Example

Leaf Length - Hexaploid 
September,194$•

The top figure is the mean length of plant for a 
square (obtained from original data)

The middle figure gives the original number of plants 
together with the adjusted number.

The bottom figure gives the square of the top figure.

(continued)/
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Treatment

440.8 4, 4.31 194,304.6
501.2 

Î-, 4.21 
251,201.4

340.0 
4, t 94 115,600.0

414.54, 3.94 171,810.2 4,^^3:85 273,738.2
406.8 4, 3.76 

165,486.2
10,526.518

434.2 4* 4.31 
I8B,529.6

419.8 
t, 4.21 
176,232.0

405.24, 3.94 
164,187.0

311.2 4-, 3.94 
96,845.4

421.2 4, 3.85 
177,409.4

418.2 4, 3.76
174,891.2

9,655.428

468.24, 4.31219,211.2
439.54, 4.21 

193,160.2
446.04, 3.94198,249.0

493.04. 3.94 185,072.0
430.24, 3.85

153,820.8
4, ̂ ^3*. 76 10,699.339

417.33, a.15
174,139.3

" 3652, 2.11 
133,590.2

' " 48o;;o ' ■
2, 1.97230,400.0

270.0
1, 1.9772,900.0

400.0
2, 1.92 160,000.0

519.5 2, 1.88 
269,880.2

4,890.560

387.8 
4, 4,31 150,388.8

366.2 
4, 4.21 
134,102.4

395.0 4,_ 3.94 156,025.0
401.2

i&o,961^4
454.8

4, 3.8*5 206,843.0
446.0 

4, 3i76 198,916.0 9,778.088

467.8 
4, 4.31 
218,836.8

307.2 
4, 4.21 
94,371.8

353.24, 3.94 124,750.2
500.0 4, 3.94 250,000.0

410.0 4, 3.85 168,100.0 186,192.2
9,872.078

388.0 
4, 3.05 150,544.0

333.2^ 4, 2.98 
111,022.2

396.33i 2.79
157,053.7

516.5 2, 2.79 266,772.2
360.0

2, 2.73
129,600,0

412,0 
2, 2.66 
169,744.0

6,801.788

459.84, 4.31 211,416.0
377.84, 4.21142,732.8

430.0 4. 3.94 184,900.0
498.5 4, 3.94 248,502.2

455.2 
4, 3,85 207,207.0

467.2 4, 3.76
2l8j275.8 10,739.758

407#$4, 4.31
166,056.2

429.84, 4.21
184,728.0

448.8 4, 3.94 201,421.4
476,54, 3.94 227,052.2

444.8 4, 3.85 197,847.0
436.8 4, 3.76 190,794.2 10,566.310

348.5
4, 4.31 
121,452.2

376.54, 4.21 141,752.2
443.0 

4,, 3.94 196,249.0
428.0 4, 3.94 183,184.0

439.54, 3,85 193,160.2
409.5,4. 3.76

167,690,2
9,750.635

456.2 
4, 4.31 
208,118.4

503.54, 4.21
253,512.2

521.54, 3.94 271,962.2
489.8 4, 3.94 239,904.0

530.2
4. 3.85 281,112.0

458.84, 3.76 210,497.4
11,836.837

500.2
4, 3.05250,200.0

420.5 4, 2.98 
176,820.2

270.5 
2, 2.7973,170.2

4^1.0 4, 2.79 
212,521.0

468.0 
2, 2.73219,024.0

43p O  1, 2.66 
185,761.0 7,243.685

20,289.3^ 18,684.746 17,709.810 I9P69.663 18,848.475 17,758.960 Grand Total
112,361.004



15.
The Block totals are obtained by multiplying the 

top figure by the adjusted figure and adding for each 
column.
Thus the first BLOCK total

(44-0.8 X 4.31)-»-(434.2) (4.31)+ (468,2) (4.31)
+(417.3 X 2.15)+(387.8) (4.31)+(467.8) (4.31)
+(388,0) (3.o5)+(459.8) (4,3l)+(407.5) (4.31)
+(348.5) (4.3D + (456.2) (4.3D + ( 5oo.2) (3.05)

» 20,289.353
The BLOCK totals with the corresponding total adjusted 

number of plants are as follows % -
20,289.353
18,684.746
17,709.810
19,069.663

18,848.475
17,758.960

112,361.007
«SSK«SS3S3«tt3KB»Sie:Sffit

Sum of Squares
BLOCKS _

(20.289.353)^
47.04

= 61,647

47.04
45.96
43.01
43.01
42.03
41.04
262.09

, to 6 tor»

" (112.361.004)2
262.09

The TREATklENT totals, obtained in a similar way, together 
with the corresponding adjusted number of plants for each 
treatment are as follows?-

10,526,518
9,655.428
10,699.399

24.01
24.01
24.01

(Continued)
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4,890.560 , 12,00
9,778,088 , 24.01
9,872.078 , 24,01
6,801.768 , 17.00

10,739.758 , 24.01
10,566.310 , 24.01
9,750.635 , 24.01
11,836.837 , 24.01
7,243.685 , 17#oo

112,361,0043S3asasS£3fi3£SS3£3 262.093=3=33! S3 CrSS
Sura of Squares 
TREATMENTS

to  12 terras -  (112^^6l# 004) ^
26270924*01 

« 186,842
T.0 „f jqd sum of squares for BT

te first, see Case 3, find B + T + BT.
It is given by usiug the bottera figure of a square 

multiplied by the adjusted number, adding for each square 
and subtracting (112.361^004)^262.09
That is (194,304.6) (4*31) + (2$1,201,4) (4,21) + ... to 72 terms

- (.112■,■■361.004)2
262.09

Hence
Sum of Squares

« 385,477

BT P 885,447 - 61,647 - 186,842 
“ 636,958.
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From the original data we find for the one-way classification 

into 72 squares that the
Sum of Squares « 74$,6o8 

and for the total from 262 plants 
Sum of Squares 2,054,078 

We thus have the following table
September Hexanloid lg45.,

Variation 
due to d.off.

Sum of 
squares Variance

i
Ratio of 
Variances

»

^Adjusted
data

B

T

BT

5
11
55

61,647

186,842

636,988

(1) 12,329

(2) 16,986

(3) 11,581,6

w
(3) “
^  « 1.47

«5 1*68
One-way
classification

71 745,608  ̂Original
Residual 190 1,308,470 (4) 6,886.7 data

Total 2,054,078

We now consider the case where no measures of plants are 
available for a few of the squares, the remainder having 1 to 4 
plants. The Missing Plot technique is applied, the mean value 
of the measures in any one square being used. The exeimple 
previously given actually does use these mean values and it was 
found that the missing plots were given values

a « 129
: b « 11b

c » 168 
d « 156

One plant was allotted to each missing square and we now 
proceed as ia: the previous example. In obtaining the adjusted 
numbea’s the original marginal totals were used, and see also 
note below on degrees of freedom.
Example Leaf Length (diploid) June 194$

The first table shov/s in any one square the original number 
of plants, assuming one plant in the ’'missing” squares; the 
total length for the number of plants and the sum of the squares 
of the lengths.



BLOCKS
1 8 .

t r e a t-
MMTS

A B D E E

30
4403

41809
4
591

87499
4

517
68735

4
59590993

3407
56329

1*
129

37 3341
39325 è37694

4
48158143

1*
11814161

4
50665626

4
588

87714

5
4
62098186

4 :
,479
60177

4
58085816

4
546

75218
4

703
123951

4
47957611

6 441.0
41264

4374-
39478

4
46356997

4
499
63893

4
528

80782
1

116
13456

7 4
53^72219

4
47960027

4
49804

4
370

35874
4419

45193
2
27237504

27
1

238
56644

1*
168

4660
119262

2
300

45018 lis-/
4̂ 8
77774

40 4714
132710

1124
15376

1*
154 1160

25600
1

16727889
1

147
21609

14 .4642104210
4
53371319

4489
60423

4541
76453

2
38173581

2247
33317

25
4
517

68085
4
39740909

4
„56581519

4
482
65182

4
451
52737

. 4
55979395

24 4508
65308

4
475
59969

44-84
59194

4
45955251

4
465
54861

4
47757107

23
4

480
58092

441042486
4420

47388
4444

51698
4
521

68749
4

461
52195

22
4
383

37351

4
348

30818
4

435
48331

4
33528721

4441
49811

2
15211840



19.
This table provides the data to determine the Residual 

variance (see below)

d. of f. Sums of squares Variance
one-way
classification 67 129,588
Residual 172 112,74-7 655.5
Total 239 242,335

Since the numbers of plants vary from 1 to 4 we 
employ the method detailed above ̂ adjusting the frequencies 
so that they are proportional. The following table gives 
for each square

(1) The mean length of plant for a square 
(original data).

(2) The original and adjusted number of 
plants.



BLOCKS

20.

TREAT-
mMTS

30 100.75 4,3.48 147.75
4,3.17

129.25
4,3.48 148.75

4,3.09
135,67
3,3.32

129.
:1)2.45

2494.9
18.99

37 113.673,3.30
112.0
3,3.00

120.25
4,3.30

118.
(1)2.92

126.50
4,3.15

147.0
4,2.33

5
155.04,4.40 119.754,4.00 145.4,4.40 136.54,3.90 175.754,4.20 119.754,3.10

3440.824.00

6 102.5
4,3.85 93.54,3.50 &

124.754,3.41 132.9
4,3.68

116.0
1,2.71

2393.021.00

7 133.754,4.03 119.75
4,3.67

111.0
4,4.03 92.5„ 4,3.58 104.75

4,3.85
136.0
2,2.84

2546.522.00

27
238.0
1,2.57

168
(1)2.33

165.0
4,2.57

150.0
2,2.28

194.25
4,2.45

156.0
3,1.81

2527.414.01

40 178.54,1.47
124.0
1,1.33

154.
(1)1.47 160.0

1,1.30
167.01,1.40 147.0

1,1.03
1246.98.00

14 160.50
4,3.67

133.334.3.33
122.25
4,3.67

135.25
4.3.25

190.50
2.3.50

123.50
2,2.58

2906.720.00

25 129.254,4.40 99.254,4.00 141.254,4.40 120.5
4,3.90

112.754,4.20 139.754,3.10
2964.024.00

24 127.04,4.40 118.754,4.00 121.04,4.40 114.754,3.90
116.254,4.20 119.254,3.10

2871.624.00

23
120,04,4.40 102.54,4.00 105.04,4.40 111.0

4,3.90
130.254,4.20 115.254,3.10

2737.224.00

22 95.754,4.03
87.0

4,3.67 108.754,4.03 110.254,3.85
76.02,2.84 2083.622.00

Totals
5845.844.0 4651.740.0 5530.844.0 4733.0

39.01
5786.042.00 3858.8

30.99
30406.1240-
pumbers•
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BLOCK totals: (Calculation as before)

P.Number 
5845.8 44.0
4651.7 40.0
5530.8 44.0
4733.0 39.01
5786.0 42.00
3858.8 30.99
30406.1 240.0

Sum of squares 
JJLOCKS (B)

+ ....... to 6 terms - (SOffiâU)^

776.667.7
540.957.8

= 695,221.6 - 3,852,212.2 = 12,458.8
574.244.9
727.090.5480.488.5

TREATMENT totals
2494.9 18.99
2193.5 18,00
3440.8 24.00
2393.0 21.00
2546.5 22.00
2527.4 14.01
1246.9 8.00
2906.7 20.00
2964.0 24.00
2871.6 24.0
2083.6 22.00

3 0 % " !
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Sum of squares 
'rREATMENTS (T)

(24S^a)'" + to 12 terms- (30406.1)240.018.99

a
B + T + BT 
Sum of squares

(100.75)2 (3.48) +
( 3 S 4 > t  (468.4)2

327.779.0267.302.3
493.296.0 
272:688.0
294.757.4455.942.2 - 3,852,212.8
194.345.0422.445.2
366.054.0
343.586.9312,177.7
197.335.991,496.8

(147.75)2 (3.17 + to 72 terms -(30406,1)̂
V a e ' * '“v m

when 350.6 a (100.75) (3.48) 
468.4 = (147.75) (3.17) +

do. do*

c

= 35,321.95 +
+ 42,636.4 + +105,710.0 +
+ 4 0 ,4 4 3 . 9  +
+ 72,089.6 + 
+145,594.1 + 
+ 46,839.3 +
+ 92, 528.9 +
+ 73,504.5 ++ 70,967.6 + 
+ 63,360.0 + 
+ 36,952.6 +

69,210.9 +58,137.937.632.0 +47,712.2

52,632.2 +49,647.0
65,748.5 +69,951.8
20.445.1 +34,868.759.200.0 +54,858.8
39,402.25+87,786.956,406.25+64,420.4 +
42.025.0 +48,510.0 +
27.780.0 +47,669.2 +

68.359.940.667.5 
72,679.4
53.969.0
30.640.6
51.300.0
33.280.0
59.461.0
56.641.0
51.347.7
48.051.925,106.2

61^02.5 + see below50,413.4 +
+
+ , ■ — j .  > I+129,747.4 + 
+ 50,929.8 + 
+ 42,247.0 +
+ 92,441.1 + 
+ 39,044.6 ++127,034.9 +
+ 53,404.0 +
+ 56,747.4

+ 40,783.3 + 50,346.0
+ 44,448.2
* M : # ;

44,060.6 
22,254.3

44,089.8

- 3,852,212.2
+ 41,181.7 + 16,397.8
a 3,981,555.7» 3,852,212.2 129,343.5
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/ariation due to d. of f* Sum of squares Variance Ratios
B 12,458.8 (A) 2491.8 [j3̂ “3.80
T 11 91,496.8 (B) 8318.0 {§^12.69

BT 51 25,387.9 <c) 497.8 [d^“0.,6

Residual 172 112,747 (D) 655.5
These results may be compared with those using one mean 

value for each square, all squares being thus equally weighted, 
The example on p*9 whose data differs only dlightly from the 
above, shows thatjtaking into consideration the differences in 
the number of de^ees of freedom, it is possibly the more 
rigorous method* The gain from this point of view is, 
however, probably, more than offset by the loss of accuracy 
which is Involved "taking one mean value for each plot since 
many plots only contain one value in the first place*

A rigorous method for unequal numbers plots has been 
given in Kendall "The Advanced Theory of Statistics," Volume 
II, pp, 220-226# We shall apply it to the Leaf Lengths- 
hexaploid September 1945* (see Case 4),
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Class Means 
Frequencies

and Reciprocals o f C lass- 
(see Case 4 fo r  d a ta ) .

440,8
.2500

501.2
.2500

340.0
.2500

414.5
.2500

523.2
.2500

406.8
.2500

TOTALS
2 ,6 2 6 .5  
1. 5000

434.2
.2500

419.8
.2500

405.2
.2500

311.2
.2500

421.2
.2500

418.2
.2500

2 ,4 0 9 .8
1.5000

468.2
.2500

43 9 .5
.2500

446.0
.2500

493.0
.2500

430.2
.2500

392.2
.2500

2 ,6 6 9 .1
1.5000

417 .3
.2500

365.5
.2500

480.0
.2500

270.0
.2500

400.0
.2500

519.5
.2500

2 ,4 5 2 .3
1.5000

387.8
.2500

366.2
.2500

395.0
.2500

401.2
.2500

454.8
.2500

446.0
.2500

2 ,4 5 1 .0
1.5000

467 .8
.2500

307.2
.2500

353.2
.25a)

500.0
.2500

410.0
.2500

43 1 .5
.2500

2 ,4 6 9 .7
1.5000

388.0
.2500

333.2
.2500

396.3
.2500

516.5
.2500

360.0
.2500

412.0
.2500

2 ,4 0 6 .0
1.5000

459 .8
.2500

377.8
.2500

430.0
.2500

49 8 .5
.2500

455.2
.2500

467.2
.2500

2 ,6 8 8 .5
1.5000

407 .5. 2500
429 .8
.2500

448.8
.2500

47 6 .5
.2500

444.8
.2500

436.8
.2500

2, 644.2
1.5000

348.5
*2500

376.5
.2500

443.0
.2500

428.0
.2500

4 3 9 .5
.2500

409.5
.2500

2 ,4 4 5 .0
1.5000

456.2
.2500

503.5
.2500

521.5
.2500

489.8
.2500

530.2
.2500

458.8
.2500

2 ,9 6 0 .0  
1. 5000

500.2
.2500

420 .5
.2500

270,5
.2500

461.0
.2500

468 .0
.2500

431.0
.2500

2 ,5 5 1 .2  
1.5000

to ta ls  3.0833
5176.3

3.25004840.7 3.5833
4929.5

4.0000
5260.2

3.7500
53337.1

4.2500
5229.5

21.9166
30773.3

q = 6 

p w 12



1st row

TREATMENTS

C c

^(.2500  +  .2500 + .2500 + ,2 JOG + . 2500)  a

%  =» 
1

2 4

1 . 5

= 2 4
The unweighted marginal 
Ŝ X ® 437,8 and squaa^es

means .
1916.69

H = "36 .'. ^2 =» 2 4 X 2 » 4 0 1 , 6 161283 .

%  = 3 .,.3 .1 3 ,3

N3 = 
%  =

2 4

10.80
X i  "* 4 4 4 .9 
X4 =  4 0 8 . 7

197936.

167036.

N 5 = y Nÿ a 24 x g  =  408.5 166872.

%  = 24 Xj5 =  4 1 1 . 6 169415.
1Fy = Ny a 1 ? * 4 3 X y  =  4 0 1 , 0 160801.

N q « 2 4 xg = 4 4 8 . 1 200793.

53 2 4 %o = 4 4 0 . 7 194216.

^ 10= 2 4 X ^ g a  4 4 0 . 8 194305.

% 2“

2 .  M O O  
36 ^12 =

2 4

: 13.09

% 1“  493.3 

^ 12*  425.2

243345.

180795.

£ M: X I to 12 terms
N: 255.32

255.32
Thus the estimate of variance with 11 degrees of freedom

,p»

*. 11

= 432.49
heg

l l  {^ Sj ) - %}
=? 15,525

47,927,770.78
-47,756,993.

170,778
Variance for Treatments 
1st Column

“ 52 (3.0833) - 3̂  (3.0833)
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Ml % 46.70 X.;j_ = 431,36 p 431 .4 186106.

M2 « 44 .31 Jc.2 = 403.4 162732.

w 40,19 X.3 = 410.8 168757.

M4 = 36.00 ^ .4  “ 438 .3 192107.

Me = 38.40 X.5 = 444.8 197847.

Mé = 33.88 X.6 "

4361883.11

435.8 189922.

0 St
239.48 "" 426.57

Estimate of variance with 5 degrees of freedom 

» 5
55,632

11,126

The Residual Vaillance is that given on p. 17, 
Thus
Variation due to d# of f. Variance Ratio

B 5 (A) 11,126 Iff « 1.62
T 11 (B) 15,525 Iff “ 2.25

Residual 190 (C) 6,886,7

This compares favourably with the approximate method 
(see page 17) and since the latter involves less labour 
in calculation, it was adopted for the data under review.


